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EU project SYMPLEXITY for human/robot collaborative polishing aims to

AM software firm
ﬁ 50,000 tonne drop-forge
breaks three records
ﬁ Cobot maker Rethink
Robots bought; staff hired
ﬁ Audi to use machine
learning for inspection
ﬁ Stratasys enters metal AM
market with new process
ﬁ Mitsubishi to enter metal
AM market in FY 2020/21
ﬁ Citizen Machinery Open
House bags orders
ﬁ Ward CNC has £10m of
stock avalable
ﬁ Vericut training dates and
locations for 2019 revealed
ﬁ Management changes at
XYZ Machine Tools
ﬁ KMF Group back in founder
family’s hands 100%

automate a subjective manual task and, via partner Autodesk, may
lead to polishing becoming a capability of metalcutting machine tools.
Andrew Allcock has more
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Steed Webzell reviews the exhibits that are likely to have caught
visitors’ eyes at sheet metalworking manufacturing technology show
EuroBLECH 2018, which was attended by more than 55,000

UK’s motorsport component manufacturers. Both machine tools and
metrology systems come under the spotlight
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ﬁ
A deburring and surface graining bottleneck is solved by A A Sheetmetal
with a Timesavers machine, while at an EDM subcontractor,
standardisation on Sodick technology is paying dividends

lab, the requirement for precise, reliable, high quality sawing remains.
Steed Webzell reports
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Coolants & cutting oils ﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁ
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Lubricants training course; rimmed steel drum handling; 80 bar coolant
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vibration boring bars; larger high feed milling inserts; steel milling insert
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Steed Webzell discovers that investment is continuing apace among the

ﬁﬁ Classiﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁ
ﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁ
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manufacturing; Magellan Aerospace opts for Studer for high precision
grinding; GT Grinding selects Walter Helitronic to give tooling production
a boost; plus, widebelt plate grinding, industry & product news in brief

ﬁ ﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁ
ﬁ Ceramic end-mill
ﬁﬁ 5xD solid carbide drill
ﬁ Jetcam update
ﬁ FANUC cobot
ﬁ Horn grooving tool news
ﬁ Entry-level degreasing unit
ﬁ Sumitomo tooling news
ﬁ Edgecam supports AM
ﬁ Bigger Haas 5-axis machine
ﬁ Mapal Tritan-Drill-HSS

this month
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Steed Webzell recently visited the Elite Centre for Manufacturing Skills
for metalforming and foundry skills. He explains what sets this newlycreated training provision initiative apart from so many others

Successful companies look back over 2018 and forward to 2019.
We hear from: Autodesk, Ceratizit UK & Ireland, CGTech, Fronius, Kerf
Developments, Measurement Solutions, RK International Machine
Tools, Sunnen Products & Turbex
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Saving the world
Courtesy of Sir David Attenborough’s Blue Planet II series, this year
will surely be remembered as the tipping point for global plastic
pollution. Bubbling under is another environmental issue of
resource depletion or supply shortages for rare earths and so on.
In Machinery’s sphere of activity, for example, the increasing cost
of tungsten carbide precursor ammonium paratungstate has been
a driver in developments that see cutting tools/tips use less carbide.
An end to global consumption growth is not in sight, since that is how poor
countries raise themselves out of poverty, but answers there are as scientists and
engineers set to work to battle the issues of the day. Three items have recently
passed Machinery’s desk that demonstrate this.
First, the four-/six-pack of beer and its plastic shrink-film-style container. In
September, Germany’s KHS Group was presented with the Green Star Packaging
Award at the FachPack trade show for its Nature MultiPack system that holds cans
together with dots of adhesive. The KHS packaging system requires up to 85% less
material than the conventional multipack and reduces energy consumption during
production by a maximum of 67%.
KHS has also developed fully recyclable PET bottles. FreshSafe PET technology
sees such bottles have an ultra-thin glass coating applied to their inside walls. These
bottles are 100% recyclable, as the coating is washed off during the recycling
process, producing pure, fully segregated PET.
Legislation is behind this. Germany’s Packaging Law comes into effect on 1
January 2019, requiring 58.5% of all plastic waste to be recycled (separate materials
recovered and reused); from 2022 onwards that figure rises to 63%. At the moment,
the amount of plastic recycled in Germany totals around 36%. (In the UK, Defra’s
promised Resources and Waste Strategy was not available as we go to press.)
Moving to resource depletion and another German company, Deutsche
Edelstahlwerke, has developed a tool steel made of easily obtainable raw materials.
Its Thermodur 2727 IP is based on the alloy elements nickel and aluminium, ensuring
users need not rely on expensive elements that are in scarce supply, such as wolfram
or chromium. But additional benefits are that its thermal shock resistance is better
than that of the reference material and its maximum hardness and permanent
tempering resistance are also superior. Currently available only in a non-remelted
condition, DEW is developing and testing the material further, while it also shows
potential as a possible material for gas atomising and additive manufacturing.
Many small steps such as these will see manufacturing, helpfully prompted by
legislation, play its part in saving the world. ■
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than 60 machines available from
stock. These include a wide range
of boring and milling machines,
turning centres, machining centres
and multi-tasking machines, all
available on short lead times.”
https://is.gd/ruwehi

Citizen Machinery UK’s highly
successful three-day Open House in
October (above) added a further 15
machines worth over £2.7m to its
existing order book of record sales
stretching into 2019 that takes in
some 100 Cincom sliding-head and
Miyano fixed-head machines.

Vericut CNC simulation software
developer CGTech has released its
2019 training schedule and
unveiled two new training venues.
https://is.gd/efenif

XZY Machine Tools has made two
strategic changes to its
management team as it looks to
build on its ongoing sales success

Product pick 10
ISO S end-milling
Sandvik Coromant’s latest brazed
ceramic CoroMill 316 and ceramic
CoroMill Plura end-mills (right) offer a
more productive method for shoulder
and face roughing in ISO S materials
than do standard carbide milling
cutters. https://is.gd/ahicup

Solid carbide drill for 5xD
Walter’s DC150 Perform solid carbide drill is for producing holes up to 5xD without
internal cooling (but with oil and emulsion). The drill is of WJ30TA grade carbide
and has a 140° point angle for high positioning accuracy. https://is.gd/elajux

Jetcam sheet metal CADCAM software update

https://is.gd/ogemat

Jetcam Expert CAM and nesting automation software V20.23.01 includes
improvements to Jet-Cut fly cutting and Jet-Optimizer path optimising functions.

Seco Tools’ ‘Inspiration through
Innovation’ event, which took place
at the company’s Technology Centre
recently, saw over 750 visitors
attend over two days.

https://is.gd/zosafu

FANUC CR-15iA cobot is safe around people
FANUC’s CR-15iA is a medium-sized collaborative robot (cobot) for handling,
picking and packing applications. It has the same sensors and responsive ‘touchto-stop’ functionality as FANUC’s other cobots. https://is.gd/ixifur

https://is.gd/egocey

Delivering six machine tools into a
building that dates to when the
Czech Republic was part of the
Austro/Hungarian Empire (18671918) was the challenge that XYZ
Machine Tools’ Czech distributor,
Rexim, faced recently.
https://is.gd/zopano

A fast response by Engineering
Technology Group has seen a new
Hardinge GS200 turning centre
specified, ordered and
commissioned at NEMA in just 10
days. NEMA, which manufacturers
motors, actuators and
electromechanical assemblies for
UTC Aerospace, BAE Systems and
Airbus, has installed the Hardinge
GS200 at its factory in Rochdale.
https://is.gd/ulonin

Machines worth over £10m are
now held in stock by T W Ward CNC
Machinery (Ward CNC), after the
company’s latest investment
tranche. Says managing director
Simon Whitworth: “We are delighted
to be able to support customers
throughout the UK and Ireland by
offering immediate access to more

www.machinery.co.uk

Horn speed-forming tools for deep, narrow grooves
A range of speed-forming tools from Horn is for machining deep, narrow grooves in
prismatic metal workpieces. Initially, the tools are offered in widths from 1.5 to
4 mm and lengths from 12 to 35 mm. https://is.gd/yequko

Entry-level aqueous degreasing unit
and further develop its product
portfolio, while in a further move,
long-serving commercial director
Keith Wilson (above, right) will retire
in September 2019. The search for
his replacement has already begun
to ensure a smooth transition.
https://is.gd/firuwi

The KMF Group’s founding family
is now the sole owner of the sheet
metalworking �rm, with founding
director Michael and sons Gareth
and Daniel Higgins having
taken full ownership.
The move was backed
by a seven-�gure
funding package
from HSBC UK,
after the Group’s
former co-owner,
Dacoll Enterprises
Ltd, sought to sell its
50% stake.

Aimed at entry-level users, Turbex’s Pura is a general-purpose, single-tank spraywash system with construction and programming attributes that have been
simplified to the essentials. https://is.gd/lihiru

Multiple Sumitomo tooling developments
Recent Sumitomo Electric Hardmetal launches have included important
developments in CBN and PCBN for hard turning, plus newly developed milling
inserts and drill range extensions. https://is.gd/uwobop

Edgecam supports direct energy additive manufacturing
The latest release of Edgecam from Vero Software now offers a direct energy
deposition additive manufacturing cycle that guides a laser as it deposits material
to form a shape. https://is.gd/holira

Haas releases larger 5-axis machining centre
The Haas UMC-1000 (left) has a 40-taper spindle, 1,016 by 635 by
635 mm travels, integrated dual-axis trunnion table and a
10,000 rpm spindle. https://is.gd/fahoja

Mapal HSS Tritan drill offers high performance
The Tritan-Drill-HSS is for cost-effective performance in shortseries production. Feeds are up to 50% higher than twin-edged
HSS drills and tool life four times greater. https://is.gd/qomuti

https://is.gd/koluka
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Bridging the
Bridging
competency gap
Steed Webzell recently visited the Elite Centre for Manufacturing Skills for metalforming & foundry skills.
He explains what sets this newly-created training provision apart from so many others
Above: Apprentices
with ECMS chief
executive Ian
Fitzpatrick outside
the organisation’s
Tipton spoke. This
location, designed
and developed by
the Cast Metals
Federation and the
Institute of Cast
Metals Engineers,
has advanced
casting facilities
that will be used
to deliver foundry
training at all levels
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aunched in October 2018, the Elite Centre for
Manufacturing Skills (ECMS) marks a significant
investment in the future of high value manufacturing
within the Black Country. Based on a hub-and-spoke
model, dedicated training centres are now fully
operational across the region, in collaboration with
training providers and professional industry bodies,
to both upskill employees and train new apprentices in
metalforming and foundry skills. A crucial difference is
that courses have been designed – and equipment
specified – with the direct input of local employers.
ECMS is a collaboration between the Black Country
Local Enterprise Partnership (LEP), University of
Wolverhampton, Dudley College, Cast Metals Federation
(CMF), Confederation of British Metalforming (CBM),
Institute of Cast Metals Engineers (ICME) and In-Comm
Training.
The ECMS hub is based at the University of
Wolverhampton’s £100 million regeneration project at the
city’s former Springfield Brewery. One of the spokes is a
National Power Press and Tooling Centre, developed by
the CBM and In-Comm Training. It is located at the latter’s

facility in nearby Aldridge and focuses on the delivery of
toolmaking apprenticeships and technical courses.
A spoke at Dudley College majors on advanced welding
training, while another in Tipton, designed and developed
by the CMF and the ICME, has advanced casting facilities
that will be used to deliver foundry training at all levels.
Say Ian Fitzpatrick, chief executive at the ECMS:
“This is a key strategic project for the Black Country, which
links further education and higher education with local,
regional and national employers. It’s well known that the
manufacturing industry has an ageing workforce and that
bespoke training courses – specifically matching industry
requirements – can be difficult to source. We have listened
carefully to what industry needs and, together with our
partners, have designed manufacturing facilities equipped
with world class equipment.
“Our aim at the ECMS is to give trainees a clear line of
sight and a career pathway from Levels 2, 3 and 4,
through to HNC and HND, and then degree-level
apprenticeships, offering a complete or bespoke training
package for the manufacturing sector through both
practical and theoretical learning.”
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Apprentices will be employed by local businesses and
enrolled on education programmes with the University of
Wolverhampton, Dudley College or In-Comm Training.
Attendance at an ECMS spoke can vary from one day a
week through to block release, part time and full time,
depending on employer requirements. For those aged
between 16 and 18 when they start their apprenticeship
training programme, there is no charge to the learner or
his/her employer. Funding for the programme is claimed
by the college directly from the UK government.
All courses meet the new apprenticeship standards
and a variety of delivery models is available. The Black
Country LEP approved £8.5 million for the project, while
the partners have stumped up £4 million.

POWER PRESS TOOLING FOCUS
One of the key partners is In-Comm Training (https://is.gd/
legija), which hosts the £1.4 million ECMS National Power
Press and Tooling Centre at its Aldridge facility. Here, the
team will deliver toolmaking apprenticeships and technical
courses for more than 2,000 people. Apprenticeship
training courses are currently being written and will focus
on: tool and die making; tool and die maintenance; power
press setting and operating; product design and
development; and mechatronics.
Within the facility can be found many recently installed
machines, not least a full press line incorporating two 110
tonne C-frame presses, robot transfer and the latest
decoiling equipment – all supplied by Bruderer UK
(https://is.gd/vufeto) in conjunction with Worcester
Presses (https://is.gd/amoxum). The line has been
designed by the CBM and In-Comm Training so that
apprentices can perform transfer, deep-draw and
progression pressing, using the same equipment for each
process.
A £500,000 state-of-the-art high speed precision
Bruderer BSTA-280 press will also be arriving shortly, with
tooling supplied by Birmingham-based Brandauer. In
addition, a facility that replicates an industrial toolroom is
currently being planned, the centrepiece of which will be a
press tool strip-down and build area with 1 tonne crane.
In support, the facility will install a press brake from
Amada (https://is.gd/otegup), along with a surface table
fitted with a measuring arm from Faro (https://is.gd/
ucivug), a surface grinder, lathe, turret mill, bandsaw and
guillotine.
Gareth Jones, joint managing director at In-Comm
Training, says: “We want to create the skills base of the
future; to do that we know it’s got to be heavily invested.
Industry must play its part by allowing individuals time off
the job. No other organisation in the Midlands is currently
offering this kind of training facility and we are expecting
demand to be huge, especially with toolmaking considered
a dying art.
“Geographically and collaboratively, the offer is very
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strong, and will hopefully help drive the local economy
forward over the next 10-15 years,” he continues.
“Unfortunately, there is still a perception that industry
isn’t a great career and, although we are changing that,
we need to paint a better picture of modern
manufacturing. It’s robotics, it’s CADCAM systems, it’s
precision CNC machines, it’s playing a role in making sure
Formula One cars get faster, aeroplanes are lighter, people
can walk again – all played out in bright factories and with
great earning potential.
“That’s the message we need to get across and we
need industry to open its doors and highlight the magic of
what is made right here on our doorstep. Schools,
colleges and universities need to join us in getting the
message out there. For instance, why doesn’t the
education sector award CPD points for teachers keen to
gain a better understanding of industry and how it works?
Try something different.”
In-Comm’s partner in the ECMS National Power Press
and Tooling Centre is the CBM, and its director, Kevin Kirk,
is equally enthused about ensuring the project succeeds:
“We have been involved with the ECMS since its original
conception. At the outset, we carried out a member survey
to discover their training needs. The overall response was
that they couldn’t get the training required from the
existing market provision.
“Our members will benefit hugely from the ECMS,”
he adds. “The equipment installed has been specified by
CBM members to fit their training requirements directly.”
Equally well-specified is the ECMS’ National Foundry
Training Centre at Tipton, which newly-appointed
technician instructor Craig Adams, himself an industry
stalwart with 20 years’ experience, describes as “unique;

Above: Gareth
Jones, joint
managing director
at In-Comm
Training

Below: The ECMS
National Foundry
Training Centre at
Tipton
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ﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂ
ﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂ
ﬂ
sand laboratory is a SpectroMaxx metal analyser from
ﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂ
ﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂ
ﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂ
Ametek (https://is.gd/ilotuh) and sand testing equipment
from Simpson Technologies. The centrepiece of the
ﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂ
ﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂ
ﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂ
ﬂ
pattern shop is an XYZ 500 LR vertical machining centre
ﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂ
ﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂ
ﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂ
from XYZ Machine Tools (https://is.gd/kufaha). A 16-seat
has led to a fiﬂre-fiﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂ
ﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂ
ﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂ
ﬂ
CAD and MAGMA software studio is also sited at Tipton,
ﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂ
ﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂ
ﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂ
ﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂ
while two 3D printers are set to follow early next year.
ﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂ
ﬂﬂﬂﬂ
Partnering the National Foundry Training Centre is the
ﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂ
ﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂ
ﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂ
ﬂﬂﬂ
CMF, and chief executive Dr Pam Murrell is excited by the
ﬂﬂ ﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂ
ﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂ
ﬂ
facility’s potential: “The industry has changed a lot;
ﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂ
ﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂ
ﬂ
casting is today a very complex process that requires
ﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂ
ﬂﬂ
many technical aptitudes, as well as practical, craft-type
ﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂving effiﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂ
ﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂ
skills. This facility will offer opportunities to address all of
ﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂ
ﬂ
these areas. We use automation; we use robotics; we use
COURSE CONTENT
IT; as well as metallurgy. The hope is we can teach people
ﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂ
ﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂ
ﬂ
the whole gamut of skills to help them become solution
ﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂ
ﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂ
ﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂ
providers.”
ﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂ
ﬂﬂﬂﬂ
Just down the road at Dudley College can be found
ﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂ
ﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂ
ﬂ
another spoke, the ECMS Advanced Welding Centre, which
ﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂ
ﬂ
is home to a host of general welding and resistance
ﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂ
ﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂ
ﬂﬂ
welding equipment. John Lockley, curriculum manager at
ﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂ
Dudley College, has the final word: “One of the biggest
ﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂ
y ﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂ
ﬂﬂ
challenges is engaging with all the local companies to
ﬂhttps://is.gd/iwecetﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂ
make sure they know these resources exist. This is an
ﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂ
ﬂ
important task, as specific, job-related apprenticeship
ﬂ
ﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂ
schemes will benefit any company, large or small.” ■
ﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂ
ﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂ
ﬂ

Pressing ahead at In-Comm
looking at equipping fiﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂ
ﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂ
ﬂ
ﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂ
ﬂﬂ ﬂﬂﬂ
ﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂ
ﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂ
ﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂ
ﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂ
ﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂ
ﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂ
ﬂﬂ
Press
and Tooling
Centre,ﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂ
but In-Comm’s
entire Aldridge facility,
and advanced skills theyﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂ
need to make
the most of globalﬂ
ﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂ
ﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂ
ﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂas the benefiﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂ
ﬂ
opportunities,”ﬂﬂﬂﬂ
says
joint managing directorﬂ
ﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂ
ﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂ
ﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂ
ﬂ
Gareth Jones. “We
are helping SMEs gainﬂ
ﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂ
ﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂ
ﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂ
ﬂ
access to applications engineers
and stateﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂ
ﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂ
ﬂ
of-the-artﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂ
technologyﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂ
that will allow them toﬂ
ﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂ
ﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂ
https://is.gd/ibevejﬂﬂﬂ
develop products and map processes prior toﬂ
ﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂ
ﬂ
ﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂ
ﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂ
ﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂ
ﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂ
ﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂ
ﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂ
factories.
ﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂ
ﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂ
ﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂ
ﬂ
ﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂ
ﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂ
ﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂ
ﬂ
of apprenticeship starts
against a nationalﬂ
ﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂ
ﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂ
ﬂ
decline of 61%,”ﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂ
he adds. “This statisticﬂ
ﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂ
ﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂ
ﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂ
ﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂ
ﬂ
shows what happens when employers
reallyﬂ
ﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂ
ﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂ
ﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂ
ﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂ ﬂ
get involved
in developing
the right skills andﬂ
ﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂ
ﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂ
ﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂ
ﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂ
https://is.gd/aliqumﬂﬂﬂaﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂ
https://is.gd/aliqum),
Globalﬂ
training provision.
As a result,ﬂﬂﬂﬂ
theyﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂ
are getting young people
andﬂ
staff who are not only fiﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂ
ﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂ but fiﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂ
ﬂﬂ
ﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂ
https://
ﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂ
ﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂ ﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂ
ﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂ
ﬂﬂﬂ
is.gd/dagukuﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂ
ﬂ
ﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂ
ﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂ
ﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂ
ﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂ
https://is.gd/omaxebﬂﬂﬂ
ﬂ ﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂ
ﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂ
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SURFACE FINISHING AUTOMATING SKILLED, SUBJECTIVE MANUAL WORK

The SYMPLEXITY cell
brought together by
Italian system integrator
SIR. Inset: the robotbased polishing process
up close

Polished
technology
EU project SYMPLEXITY for human/robot collaborative polishing
has developed technology to replace manual effort. And, via partner
Autodesk, this may lead to polishing becoming a capability of
metalcutting machine tools. Andrew Allcock has more

T

he EU-backed 48-month SYMPLEXITY
project that ended at the end of
last year has the aim of developing
“totally new possibilities for [robot-human]
collaborative working environments for
polishing tasks”. The project is fully described
by its longer title: Symbiotic Human-Robot
Solutions for Complex Surface Finishing
Operations. As it is observed, polishing
techniques are employed in nearly every
sector, but often the only option is a manual
approach.
SYMPLEXITY builds on three previous EUbacked projects: COMET – Plug-and-produce
COmponents and METhods for adaptive
control of industrial robots; SAPHARI – Safe
and Autonomous Physical Human-Aware
Robot Interaction; and poliMATIC – Polishing
processes and tools development. This work
developed capability to technology readiness
level (TRL) 4-5 (small-scale prototype tested
in a lab/large-scale prototype tested in the
intended environment). SYMPLEXITY will
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deliver a TRL7 result – a demonstration
system operating in an operational
environment at pre-commercial scale.
Two cells have been developed as part of
this project: one brought together by Italian
system integrator SIR (one of the largest
and most well-known industrial robot system
integrators in the country) that included both
abrasive finishing and fluid jet polishing as
well as surface metrology (video: https://
is.gd/equtuy), plus a second brought together
by Gizelis Robotics that employs laser
surface finishing. Gizelis is part of a group of
companies that is the largest manufacturer
of press brakes, shearing and plasma cutting
machines in Greece.
While Autodesk technology is applied
across both cells, it is the former with
which Autodesk senior researcher &
innovation engineer Franck Messmer has
been involved, with the France-based expert
having played a leading role in SYMPLEXITY
for Autodesk, in fact. As he underlines, the
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three central elements are polishing, humanrobot collaboration and, of fundamental
importance, safety. The latter is the more
important because this project makes use
of both traditional robots not only cobots
that already have safety systems relating
to human/robot interference. And it is the
abrasive finishing and fluid jet polishing
set-up that employs a traditional robot,
an ABB IRB4600-60-2.05 (60 kg; 2.05 m).
The polishing tools, wheels and pastes
are traditional, but developed elements
have taken in: gesture-type human-system
communication for things such as opening/
closing doors and cycle start; a camera-based
system able to track the location of people
within the working environment (Sapienza
University of Rome); toolpath generation
capability for the polishing tools/metrology
system (Autodesk); laser interferometerbased surface metrology system measuring
to nanometres (Sweden’s QISAB); execution
software that takes in machine learning
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overlay data onto the actual component, so
people could keep doing what they are good
at, touching and looking at a part, while also
seeing the metrology data.”

SUBJECTIVE JUDGEMENT
Autodesk has used Microsoft Hololens augmented reality
to bring together human judgement and (inset) actual
measured data that is projected onto the viewed surfaces

capability (University of Modena and Reggio
Emilia); and, finally, courtesy of Autodesk,
IoT capability that sees the cell able
communicate with people via email when
certain events occur, such as cycle end.

DIFFERENT TO METALCUTTING
Autodesk has developed NC toolpath
generation software for the robot-held
polishing tool and the metrology system,
including their user interfaces, both driven
by modified PowerMill software. Autodesk’s
Messmer explains the challenge and
differences between this application’s need
and traditional metalcutting: “There are
some guidelines for polishing; you have to
generate toolpaths with a constant step-over.
This is different to milling, because if you
cut twice you won’t cut more material, but if
you go over the same area when polishing,
you will obviously polish twice. That is true
for abrasive, fluid jet or laser processes.
So, you need to create paths that do not
intersect. Also, we are using chamfer-style
tools, so controlling the contact area on a
non-flat surface is challenging, because the
contact area is changing, with a large contact
area for concave surfaces and smaller one
when travelling over convex surfaces. The
tool can vary, too, it could be soft, a little bit
like cork, or it might be stones, so what we
have do that you don’t do in milling is control
pressure. So, depending on the material,
which tool you are using and which lubricant
or paste is employed, you apply more or less
pressure, depending on contact area and
desired result.”
The actual selection of tools, number of
passes per tool and mount of pressure is
proposed by the programming system, taking
the Autodesk toolpaths as the set basis.
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University
of Modena
and Reggio Emilia has developed a type of
machine learning software that draws on a
library of surface finish images and related
tooling relevant to achieving the finished
surface with reference to the starting surface.
This knowledge is applied at the start
and during the process as the surface is
measured in process.
The QISAB CWS views a 4 by 4 mm area,
taking a reading every 2 mm along a toolpath.
This is done at the start, prior to polishing,
and at stages during the polishing process to
monitor progress toward the desired result.
Depending on the measured result and the
desired surface finish, the machine learningbased system may change tools, the number
of passes and pressure setting for follow-on
processing. In that sense, the system is
adaptive.
The system works, Messmer assures, it is
just a matter of refining process parameters:
“We can polish, yes, the main issue is to
discover the best process parameters, which
tool, which pressure, which speed or feed
rate. We can measure, but we need to know
when we can stop polishing and that is where
humans come in. When a person is looking
at the part and a reference surface, they can
see whether the polished part is correct or
whether more polishing is required. But it is
quite difficult to do with a robot or machine.
We have the metrology data about the
surface, but people use eyes, touch and feel
to get feedback.
“To view the measured data on screen,
you have to go out of the cell. So, we wanted
to bring this data into the cell and merge the
two worlds, putting data on the part.
We decided to use augmented reality (AR) to

This move was user driven, the
researcher underlines, because for, say,
a car bumper mould tool, there is no
minimum industry standard for surface
finish, while what looks okay to one
person does not look so to another.
“So, if we are able to map the data that
you measure with what people think,
we should be able to define some sort
of logic and standard,” he says.
This approach, which was not initially part
of the SYMPLEXITY project but an Autodesk
initiative, is demonstrated at Autodesk’s
Birmingham facility in a robot polishing cell
set up there, too. Not developed yet is any
process that would allow the cell operator
to indicate via this AR system any areas to
be repolished, but it is not considered to be
a big problem. Already voice control is used
in conjunction with quality data reviewing to
select ‘next’ or ‘previous’ areas, and it is
suggested that this approach, even gestures,
might also support selecting areas for
repolishing.
The abrasive/fluid jet polishing machine
will be located now at Fraunhofer IPT,
Germany, for the next two years, or so, in
support of abrasive polishing research.
As for Autodesk, Messmer is involved with
another EU project (LASIMM – www.lasimm.
eu), which is concerned with robotic hybrid
additive/subtractive/metrology/cold-working
processes and he suggests that polishing
could also become part of such a machine’s
capability. “It is a clear trend that the projects
involved with robotics’ developments are
multi-process ones. And, quite clearly, at
some point for a part made on an additive/
subtractive machine you may need to polish,
say, a mould tool or repaired part.”
So, at the company’s Birmingham
technology centre, polishing as part of a CNC
machining process is going to be investigated
in an effort to develop relevant associated
knowledge. “So, hopefully in the future
there will be a milling machine that can also
perform polishing and quality assessment,
why not?” Messmer concludes. ■
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Capability
upgrades
Muffet Gears has secured one-hit
processing via this Robbi universal
grinding solution

Muffet Gears selects Robbi Omicron CNC3206 for one-hit manufacturing; Magellan Aerospace opts for
Studer for high precision grinding; GT Grinding selects Walter Helitronic to give tooling production a
boost; plus, widebelt plate grinding, industry & product news in brief

A

Robbi Omicron CNC3206 CNC
universal grinding machine supplied
by RK International Machine Tools
(https://is.gd/akecub) is helping Muffett
Gears satisfy a rising level of business.
The company offers what it describes as
an ‘end-to-end solution’ involving many nongear related services, such as assembly
and electro-mechanical integration, as well
as a full range of machining services. Export
markets now play a significant element of
business, especially the burgeoning
Chinese economy. And it is increased
business from that country that focused
attention on improving productivity and
efficiency, leading to the purchase of this
grinding machine.
Says Mark Jagelman, Muffett Gears’
operations manager: “Business is very
buoyant at the moment. Turnover has
increased 35% in the past 12 months and
we expect growth to be in the region of 15%
in the current financial year. Our largest
area of business is the medical sector,
where we can add value through
manufacturing component parts then
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integrating them into electro-mechanical
assemblies. Individual components remain
in demand as well, with one of our growth
areas our exports of splined shafts for
assembly in China.
“Key to our ability to meet this growing
demand is manufacturing flexibility. Many of
our contracts are based on forecast
demand from customers, so we need to be
able to react quickly to changing schedules.
Most people involved in manufacturing are
aware of the cost-down pressures from
customers. However, as a manufacturer,
our costs, whether that be labour, materials
or energy, are increasing, so we have to
drive efficiencies, hence the investment in
the new Robbi grinder.”
For the splined shafts that the company
supplies to the UK and China, the issue
was that it required two operations to grind
three journals, one of which has a 1:500
inverse taper; single-operation manufacture
was therefore a goal.
Inviting tenders from several companies,
the key to the Robbi machine’s success
was the fact that the wheelhead could be

configured to suit Muffett Gears’ precise
requirements, as RK International Machine
Tools’ director, Dick Aldrich, explains:
“The Robbi machine’s wheelhead can
accommodate a variety of set-ups, such as,
in this case, 180°-opposed external wheels
with independent electro-spindle motors
fitted with motor inverters and water/air
chiller. Other variants include a third
external wheel or internal grinding spindle.
“Other features of the Robbi Omicron
CNC3206 CNC installed at Muffett Gears
are the aspirator and filter for emulsifying oil
and fog, along with gap-control technology
with an added vibration sensor from
Balance Systems on both wheels. Accuracy
is maintained by use of incremental linear
encoders for table movement and a Hirth
coupling with 2.5° swivel on the wheelhead.
The machine is also one of the first from
Robbi to feature the 16” capacitive touchscreen control panel on the Siemens 840D
sl CNC control.”
Overall capacity figures for the machine
are 600 mm between centres, 160 mm
centre height over table and 40 kg load
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Already a customer of RK International,
Mark Jagelman and the team at Muffett
Gears needed to be confident that the
machine was capable of achieving the
required accuracy and throughput, and that
service and support was available, if
required. Visits to the Robbi factory in Italy
for detailed assessment of the machine,
followed by visits to existing Robbi
customers in the UK and then a series of
demanding machine acceptance trials,
delivered that confidence.
“We were placing a lot of faith in the
new machine, so needed reassurances on
performance and support, the combination
of visits and trials gave us that. The design
of the Robbi grinder and the resulting
confidence we gained that RK International
and Robbi could support us gave us the
confidence to make the investment,” says
Jagelman. “With the order placed, all we
had to do was wait for delivery, which
happened on the day it was promised, with
RK International’s team on-hand to carry
out the installation and commissioning the
same day.” Following post-installation
training, production parts were coming off
the machine within a matter of days of it
arriving.
Global aerospace company Magellan
Aerospace, headquartered in Mississauga,
Canada, has installed a Studer S41 CNC

universal cylindrical grinding machine at its
Bournemouth facility that specialises in the
production of wing rib structures of less
than 2 m in length, while also making items
such as pintle pins, undercarriage pins and
split chrome halves. All demand high
precision grinding to achieve the required
challenging standards of accuracy and
surface finish. Bournemouth is a satellite
operation to Magellan Aerospace’s main
Wrexham, North Wales, factory, which
supplies wing components up to 22 m in
length to nearby Airbus in Broughton and
has won business from many other
companies, including GKN, Spirit and
Triumph Aerospace.

MACHINE PERFORMANCE IS NOT ALL
Explains Keith Summers, Magellan
Aerospace engineering manager, special
projects European operations: “Before any
purchase, as well as considering the ability
of any new manufacturing aid, we also take
into account the levels of service and
technical back-up provided by the vendor
concerned. When considering the purchase
of a new CNC universal cylindrical grinding
machine for our Bournemouth facility, in
addition to the proposed machine’s
capabilities, as ever, we also took into
consideration the important technical
support and service aspects.

“Having been enthusiastic users of
Studer S30 and S21 grinders, purchased
from Advanced Grinding Supplies [https://
is.gd/umapeq], not only have we been
delighted with the performance of these
machines, we have also been impressed by
the support and advice received from the
supplier.
“While we’ve had a positive experience
with our Studer machines and the levels of
service received, mindful of the possible
progress made by other manufacturers,
before making our recent purchase we
looked at several alternative grinding
machine brands. Although some of the
models we examined were able to satisfy
most of our technical, precision and
capacity needs, the only machine that
ticked all of our boxes was the Studer S41
CNC universal cylindrical grinding machine.
I was able to visit the Studer factory in
Switzerland and witness in-depth grinding
trials that confirmed the outstanding
performance of the S41 on our parts and
its ability to deliver improvements in cycle
times. As a result of the S41’s suitability
and given the guarantee of continued
support from Advanced Grinding Supplies
Ltd, we were happy to place an order.
“The help of Peter Harding of Advanced
Grinding Supplies was invaluable when we
were specifying the machine and its

Widebelt processing delivers plate ﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂ
The use of long and wide plate material, particularly in the
aerospace sector, brings with it its own challenges, namely the
consistency of the flatness and thickness of the material. While
it is possible to grind using stone abrasives or to mill these
sheets to bring them within specification, widebelt abrasives
bring advantages to the process, suggests Ellesco (https://
is.gd/tixoka), supplier of Timesavers equipment in the UK.
Precision grinding, also called calibrating, of slab material is
used to reduce the thickness of the plate to a fixed dimension
and achieve a high level of flatness. Timesavers has developed
its 81 series widebelt abrasive machines, with these delivering
the best of the stone grinding process, in terms of quality and
accuracy, at cycle times similar to those of the less accurate
milling process, the company claims.
The widebelt approach removes the exterior oxide layer/skin
and grinds the material in much the same way that a surface
grinder would, but is able to do so much faster, making use of
less energy, as the abrasive belt operates over the full width of
the sheet every pass.
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Tackling material thicknesses from 0.15 up to 100 mm, the
Timesavers 81 series can process sheets and slabs up to
7,500 mm long and 2,100 mm wide, removing up to 0.2 mm/
pass and delivering thickness accuracy of 25 micron. The 81
Series machines can also be applied to the calibrating of flat
surfaces on castings, particularly cast iron and
aluminium. A major benefit of the
process in this regard
is that the resulting
‘short-scratch’
finish means it
can be possible
to eliminate the
requirement for
a gasket.
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Magellan Aerospace
selected the Studer S41
for high precision work
accessories and consumables, such as
dressing tools, grinding wheels and coolant.
We believed that these important add-ons
will help us to realise the full productive
potential of our new grinder.
“Given our urgent requirement, the lead
time given to Studer for the machine was
shorter than normal. As well, the machine
needed to be delivered between Christmas
and New Year. Not only was Studer able to
manufacture the machine on time, it was
installed on the promised day.”
The S41, as purchased by Magellan
Aerospace in Bournemouth, can
accommodate large workpieces weighing up
to 250 kg in its 1,000 by 275 mm centre
length/height envelope.
At GT Grinding, a growing order book and
a desire to improve delivery levels in the
manufacture of special-purpose tooling,
as well as tool regrinds, for customers
across the UK and in all industry sectors,
has led the company to invest in a Walter
Helitronic Power tool grinder, supplied by

Walter Ewag (https://is.gd/ufelux).
Capable of processing rotary tools from
3 to 320 mm diameters and up to 350 mm
long, it complements three other Helitronic
machines at the company’s Oldham site.
The new machine is equipped with an 20tool Eco Loader and eight-unit
wheelchanger, as well as the latest version
of Walter’s Tool Studio programming
software, to ensure that GT Grinding “stays
head in the design, modification and
grinding of rotary tooling”, according to
works manager Andy Cooper.

SOFTWAREÕS IMPORTANT CONTRIBUTION
He adds: “This latest machine will
undoubtedly also help us to make further
inroads into our manufacturing and
regrinding operation, especially of routers
for the woodworking and plastics industries.
And the Tool Studio software will play a key
role, too.”
Tool Studio 3 software includes a host

of new routines for ‘what you see you can
grind’ fast tool production simulation,
parameter changes and operation for
Helitronic Power users, plus new
functionality (more details here:
https://is.gd/suxori).
GT Grinding tackles the machining of
solid carbide and HSS tools, such as
special form cutters and slitters, as well as
‘conventional’ drills, milling cutters and
reamers.
There’s a 30-year history between GT
Grinding and Walter tool grinders, but while
Cooper says he “always visits the biennial
GrindTec exhibition to keep track of all
machine developments”, he always returns
to Walter. “In addition to being machines
that actually do what they say they can, the
fact is that Walter Ewag UK provides a great
level of service back-up. Knowing that any
issues with the machines and the software
can be addressed very quickly is a great
weight off my mind when my main aim is to
get quality products out of the door.” ■

Industry & product news update
■ Master Abrasives has released a new mounted point brochure
that contains a grade selection guide on Master grade types for
use on materials such as aluminium, cast iron and unhardened
steel. https://is.gd/udasam
■ Coventry-based specialist grinding machine maker Matrix
Machine Tool (Coventry) is set to create 30 new jobs as it expands
into a new headquarters, with further growth on the agenda via
both increased output and new products. https://is.gd/tovagi
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■ ANCA’s second-generation PremierPlus collet adaptor
technology is designed to ensure consistent and efficient tool
runout, maintaining it below 7 micron. https://is.gd/hadati
■ Studer is expanding its product portfolio and bringing a new
machine series to the market. The company has added the Favorit
universal cylindrical grinder series, which takes in machines having
centre distances of 400, 650, 1,000 and 1,600 mm.
https://is.gd/upuhip
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EUROBLECH 2018 REVIEW SHEET METALWORKING IN PROFILE

Stepping up to
the plate
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Steed Webzell reviews the exhibits that are likely to have caught visitors’ eyes at sheet metalworking
manufacturing technology show EuroBLECH 2018, which was attended by more than 55,000

T

he 25th EuroBLECH 2018 sheet
metalworking exhibition ended in late
October after four successful show
days. A total of 56,301 visitors (37% from
outside Germany) came to Hanover to get
an overview of the latest innovations and
digital technologies for sheet metalworking,
and to invest in manufacturing machinery.
Among the 1,507 companies from 40
countries exhibiting at EuroBLECH was
Yamazaki Mazak (https://is.gd/otocah),
which took a selection of laser cutting
machines and automation solutions to
the show. The standout machine was the
latest Optiplex 3015 6 kW DDL (Direct
Diode Laser) laser profiling machine (see
Machinery article here for more on DDL:
https://is.gd/hojepo). Mazak says that
the resonator enables the fast cutting of
stainless steel and aluminium, and is up to
15% faster than its 6 kW fibre equivalent.
Most importantly, the DDL delivers stable
cutting for both thin and thick material
due to the use of beam diameter control
technology, along with intelligent monitoring
and set-up functions.
Also on the stand were 10 and 8 kW
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versions of the Optiplex Fiber III laser. Of
note, the 8 kW version was equipped with
a Mazak Smart Cell automation system,
which has a compact layout along with an
ergonomic design for improved access and
ease of operation. The automation cell
can be programmed offline and, when in
operation, offers reporting of production
status and operation, automatic parts
separation detection and dynamic kinetics,
to calculate weight and optimise speed.
Most importantly, Smart Cell offers an
Industry 4.0-ready solution for laser users.
Another specialist in laser profiling,
Amada (https://is.gd/otegup), used the
show to introduce a number of machines,
including the 6 and 9 kW versions of the
ENSIS-3015AJ fibre
laser cutter, which
are equipped with
the company’s
patented variable
beam control
technology and
newly developed
automatic
collimation system.
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The combination of these two technologies
with single lens capabilities results in high
quality, high speed cutting and high speed
piercing, particularly when processing
thicker mild steel, says Amada. For
example, 25 mm mild steel can be pierced
in 1 second.

LASER-PUNCH COMBO FROM AMADA
Amada also gave a world premiere to its
EML-2515AJ 3 kW fibre laser and servoelectric punch combination machine.
The EML-2515AJ is equipped with the
company’s own 3 kW fibre laser engine and

ﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁ
3 kW ﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁ
ﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁ
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The control of Schuler’s
latest press is designed
in the style of a
smartphone app (p26)

several set-up time-saving features. Firstly,
there is the PDC (Punch Die Changer)
unit that can hold 220 punch tools and
440 dies. The PDC allows automatic tool
changing in-cycle to reduce set-up time
and provide higher quality punched parts.
Secondly, there is a four-station automatic
nozzle changer.
Bystronic (https://is.gd/unokom) took the
opportunity to showcase newly developed
solutions that in the near future will enable
the company’s automated production line
for end-to-end manufacture of sheet metal
parts to be expanded with value-added
modules for the effective pre-processing
of components. For instance, prior to laser
cutting parts, the latest ByFlex system is
able to drill holes as well as deburr, threadcut and countersink. The integration of
these functions allows users to incorporate
extra machining operations within the
production line for added efficiency. In
addition, a labelling function marks the
parts with a code that can be scanned
at downstream stations for reliable
identification.
Newly developed software architecture,
called Shop Floor Control System, was also
launched by the company for monitoring
and controlling a complex production
facility, which might involve an automated
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manufacturing solution such as production
line networked with stand-alone sheet
metal handling and machining stations.
Laser cutting systems, press brakes,
automation equipment and machines from
third-party suppliers can all be included.
The software assumes the centralised
control function and helps users to
optimise production flow continuously, so
that throughput and delivery times are met.
Within Shop Floor Control System, each
integrated element provides real-time
information on the current order status,
scheduled maintenance and updates,
or any malfunctions. All information is
displayed on the control screen, enabling
decisions to be made regarding any
problems or warnings that arise.
Over on the stand of Trumpf (https://
is.gd/uviboq), numerous solutions for
autonomous factories were showcased,
a case in point being the fully automatic
TruLaser Center 7030 laser system. From
programming to part sorting, everything the
machine does is completely automated.
A good example is the unloading unit. The
pins that lift the sheet out of the scrap
skeleton are designed to ensure efficient
and reliable part removal using suction
cups. If the pins fail to get it right the first
time around, the machine initiates a new

part removal cycle on its own, without
requiring any intervention. This cycle is
then repeated as many times as necessary
until it works. The machine processes and
assimilates each of these retry attempts
and learns from them.
Trumpf also presented a connected
intra-logistics solution, something that the
company has already tested successfully
at its Industry 4.0 showcase factory in the
USA and at selected customer locations.
The solution improves the logistics
processes that run on the shopfloor, such
as the routing of parts from one processing
station to the next.
Continuing the laser theme, BLM Group
(https://is.gd/amoket) presented a selection
of tube and sheet fabricating systems
synchronised by proprietary and dedicated
software applications. For instance,
LT-Free is a 5-axis system for the
processing of curved tubes and 3D deepdrawn components. The machine executes
entire programs in a single pass (without
the need to abort and resume fabricating),
thanks to interpolation between the 5-axis
head and workpiece motion – as facilitated
by the robot. Also on the BLM stand was
the LT7 tube laser and E-Turn tube-bending
machine.

PLASMA TECH NEWS FROM ESAB
With regard to plasma technology, ESAB
(https://is.gd/duvoja) demonstrated
its iSeries plasma cutters, Combirex
cutting table and next-generation DMX
automated plasma beveller. The company
also introduced its Columbus III version
1.6 CADCAM software. Here, intelligent
wizards contribute to intuitive operation,
so that users can perform both simple and
highly complex cuts, as well as labelling
and nesting jobs. In addition, version 1.6
includes the ability to produce estimates
and orders for customers.
Another plasma specialist, Hypertherm
(https://is.gd/hudoya), lifted the curtain on
two products: the latest X-Definition class
plasma, XPR170; and the industry’s first
predictive maintenance waterjet pump,
called HyPrecision Predictive.
The XPR170 delivers unmatched plasma
cut quality on thin to mid-thickness metal,
says Hypertherm. Cut quality advances are
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Roemheld carrying consoles can manipulate press dies weighing up to 32 tonnes

especially notable on non-ferrous metals
such as aluminium and stainless steel,
because of numerous patent-pending
processes that create squarer cut edges,
markedly less angularity and high levels
of surface finish. The system also cuts
faster and uses power more efficiently
than earlier generation units. Consumable
life and cut quality get a boost, thanks to
patent-pending technology that protects
consumables from the negative impact of
ramp-down errors, helping them last up to
last three times longer.
The company’s latest generation
HyPrecision Predictive waterjet pumps
is equipped with features such as
Hypertherm’s existing ‘Advanced Intensifier
Technology’ and newly-developed patented
technologies that adjust for pressure and
temperature, oil viscosity and hydraulic
system wear parts; along with technology
that enables customers to use seals for up
to 40% longer.
Retaining the waterjet theme, Omax
presented its newly-developed ProtoMAX,
a compact, self-contained waterjet cutting
system suited to prototyping and low-

volume cutting of almost any material up
to 25 mm thick. The machine is aimed at
small job shops, engineering classrooms
and personal users, bringing together
the versatility benefits of large abrasive
waterjet cutters in an economic package.
Aquajet (https://is.gd/bokuva) is the UK
agent for Omax machines.
Moving to presses, Schuler (https://
is.gd/biyido) presented its newly-developed
servo-press to the public for the first time.
The 400 ton unit, suitable for use in both
progressive and transfer mode, can travel
at an oscillating stroke of up to 70 strokes
per minute, thanks to dynamic servo drives.

SMARTPHONE INTERFACE
Schuler has designed the machine’s control
in the style of an intuitive smartphone
app: operators can select from predefined
movement profiles or program them freely.
This functionality significantly reduces
the threshold for exploiting the machine’s
potential. Thanks to the kinematics of the
knuckle-joint drive, forming at the bottom
dead centre is also slower, which means
that readjustment via the servo drive is not

always necessary, the company offers.
Carts for the quick and safe changing
of heavy press dies (up to 1,600 kg) were
unveiled at the show by Roemheld (https://
is.gd/nobupe). Four different configurations
were presented for various loads, with
additional demonstrations of supported,
hanging and swivelling carrying consoles,
as well as freely configurable roller bars
and ball bars. Overall, systems can be
configured for efficient die changes using a
combination of wedge clamping elements
and the appropriate hydraulic supply.
Heavy dies having a weight of up to 32
tonnes, which are transported by crane or
forklift truck, can be manoeuvred quickly
into the press table with Roemheld carrying
consoles. Dies are simply placed on to
the consoles, and from there inserted
via integrated transport bars. Separate
versions either with or without drive are
available, depending on die weight.
Elsewhere at the show, visitors to the
Siemens (https://is.gd/jisuwo) stand saw
how the connection of equipment to its
MindSphere open cloud platform simplifies
press work. In a “live digitalisation
experience”, a C-frame servo-press showed
a connection between the real and virtual
worlds. Here, the Mechatronics Concept
Designer (MCD) mapped the digital twin
to the real press. Through connection to
MindSphere and the specially designed
MindApp, press data was analysed and
displayed graphically on-site.
The next EuroBLECH will take place from
27-30 October 2020, in Hanover. ■

Returning to the fold
EuroBLECH visitors looking to enhance their bending processes
were plentiful on the stand of LVD (https://is.gd/xepune), which
handed a world premiere to its ToolCell XT automated toolchanging
press brake with extended tool storage. The ToolCell XT has been
developed in response to demand for even more flexibility to tackle
small batches, high part mixes and increased component complexity
in a wider variety of materials and thicknesses.
LVD also premiered its Dyna-Cell, which, the company says,
takes electric press brake automation to a new level for the high
speed bending of small-to-medium-sized parts. Based on the
company’s existing Dyna-Press, LVD’s latest compact robotised
bending solution delivers faster ‘art-to-part’ times, rapid
changeovers, increased throughput and lower cost per part.
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In terms of tooling, Wila used the show to release its ‘Smart
Tooling’ concept, which comprises a smartphone app that provides
management for press brake tools. The Smart Tooling app allows
Wila customers to experience the advantages of digitalisation and
data connectivity with access to: tool data anytime, anywhere; time
savings; error-free tool data entry; and simplified stock
management. Wila’s app is part of the company’s Smart Tooling
concept, which adopts a step-by-step approach to take tool
management for press brake tools to Industry 4.0 standards. At the
show, the company demonstrated how its whole product portfolio
supports this concept, from Wila Tool Advisor to Bluetooth features
in the company’s toolholders. Wila tooling is offered in the UK by
Mate Tooling Solutions (https://is.gd/yumate).
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Investment
remains on track
Steed Webzell discovers that investment is continuing apace among the UK’s motorsport component
manufacturers. Both machine tools & metrology systems come under the spotlight

A

ylesbury-based Goodfabs has been
supplying fabricated exhaust systems
for leading motorsport teams since it
was founded by former McLaren employee
Steve Good in 1982. Since Good’s untimely
death in 1999, his work has continued
through a dedicated team that has
developed business with customers,
including many current and former Formula
One teams, along with those racing in other
series, such as the Le Mans, Nascar, Indy
Car, World Rally and Touring Car
championships.
Many motorsport customers have
inflexible timetables, so prompt deliveries
and tight production control are paramount.
With these factors in mind, Goodfabs
decided that its latest investment should be
an SMX SLV turret mill from XYZ Machine
Tools (https://is.gd/kufaha), which is being
used to produce fabrication jigs.

“Prior to acquiring the XYZ SMX SLV
machine, we could only machine the smaller
parts of jigs, with the rest being outsourced,”
says Paul Watson, process manager at
Goodfabs. “And, while our subcontractor
produced the quality and accuracy required,
we suffered some loss of control. With lead
times being short, control of production is
vital.”
The SMX SLV is the largest turret mill
available from XYZ Machine Tools, with a
table measuring 1,473 by 305 mm. The
table size is complemented by axis travels of
1,000 by 410 by 400 mm in X, Y and Z,
while the head can be tilted front to back by
+45° to -45°, and from left to right by +90°
to -90°, with a full 360° rotation of the
turret possible. Customers have the option of
a 3-axis DRO (fourth-axis optional), or can
select the ProtoTRAK control in either its
2- or 3-axis configuration; the latter being the

The XYZ turret mill has added an extra
dimension to machining capabilities at Goodfabs
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choice made by Goodfabs.
By introducing the XYZ SMX SLV turret
mill, Goodfabs has smoothed its production
process, giving it greater control over
manufacturing and quality, as well as
operational flexibility. “While we already have
3- and 5-axis machining capability to produce
fittings for our exhaust systems, the addition
of the XYZ turret mill has added an extra
dimension to our jig machining capability.”
Further south, at the Waterlooville facility
of Jim Stokes Workshops (JSW), over 40
years of growth means the 65-employee
company now easily fills five spacious units
on the same industrial estate.

OBSESSIVE OPERATOR
When he started the business, Stokes was
probably regarded as a little bit of an
eccentric. His almost singular obsession at
the time was the Alfa Romeo 8C, which the
Milan-based company built from 1931 to
1939. The straight-eight engine and its
chassis were configured into various guises
for road and track over the years, by the likes
of Enzo Ferrari’s fledgling Scuderia, as well
as the Alfa works team.
In the ensuing years, JSW has built a
global reputation for 8C expertise, as well as
in-depth knowledge for similarly rare and
exotic Aston Martin, Ferrari, Jaguar, Lancia,
Mercedes and Rolls-Royce marques, which
pass through for repairs, pre- and post-race
care and, occasionally, full restorations.
JSW now has five CNC machines, all of
which are from Haas (https://is.gd/ajenug),
with the latest being a VF-2TR 5-axis vertical
machining centre.
“I like American engineering, and I like
the way Haas machines work,” says Chris
Green, marketing and design manager.
“They’ve proven themselves as hard-working,
reliable machines, and they’ve allowed us to
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bring so much more of our part
manufacturing back in-house.
“We currently have most of the machine
performance and capacity we need,” he
continues. “At JSW, we have to machine very
large crankcases for 8C engines and so need
something with 1.6 m of travel. Our VF-6 is
perfect; it has plenty of tools [24+1], and we
also have a fourth-axis that we use when
running the machine overnight for parts like
stub axles. During the day, we produce
components such as cylinder blocks, which
we make in two identical halves.”
Stokes is unequivocal about the
usefulness and versatility of the machines.
“I can take a job, put it on any of the Haas
machines and get the same result, in terms
of quality and repeatability,” he states.
“All of the Haas machines are
permanently occupied,” offers Green. “From
the first machine we had in 1995 to our
latest – nothing stands idle. The recentlyacquired VF-2TR 5-axis vertical machining
centre is currently making cross-shaft seal
housings for a pre-war 6C Alpha. These
would have taken an hour to machine
previously, but with the 5-axis VF-2TR they
can be completed in six minutes. Next, we’ll
be making oil pumps, which is very intricate
work.”
Speak to anybody from the world of
motorsport about engines and transmissions,

A Haas VF5 is among ﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁ
ﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁ
and there is one name that is immediately
associated with casting design and rapid
prototyping – Grainger & Worrall. The
Bridgnorth-based company’s experience in
Formula One, World Rally and other engine
and transmission programmes can be
demonstrated by the fact that all 20 cars on
the LMP2 grid at Le Mans in June 2018 were
using Gibson GK428 engines, each one cast
by Grainger & Worrall.
To meet the demands of approximately
300 new product introductions annually,

including niche volume and motorsport
supply, Grainger & Worrall recently
purchased a Creaform HandySCAN 700 from
Measurement Solutions (https://is.gd/iruzul).
Although already equipped with traditional
gantry CMMs, CT systems and white light
scanners, the increasing complexity and
persistence to push the limits of possibility
has driven a need for both greater capacity
and capability. The requirement to spend
time preparing the surfaces of castings with
powder spray, which has always been

Additive manufacturing in pole position
Hungarian student team SZEngine has produced the world’s
first 3D-printed Formula Student racing engine using SLM
(selective laser melting) technology from SLM Solutions (Laser
Lines, https://is.gd/tuzemo). All of the main components for the
41 kW single-cylinder engine were produced with the SLM280
additive manufacturing system. The project is part of a cooperation with the Motor Manufacturing Centre (MAC) of Audi
Hungaria in Gy r, Hungary.
SLM is emerging as a key technologies for the production of
functional metal prototypes, series parts and components in
various industries. The SLM280 2.0 used by SZEngine features
a build envelope of 280 by 280 by 365 mm3, along with
patented multi-beam technology.
As a pilot project, SZEngine began by printing the timing side
of the two-part crankcase, although in total nine engine
components were produced using SLM, including the cylinder,
cylinder head and cylinder head cover, as well as the covers for
the clutch, timing belt, oil filter and oil pump.
Following production on the SLM machine, the components
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were then mechanically processed and measured at the MAC.
After being tested both individually and then together on the
SZEngine team’s test bench, the engine was installed in the
team’s test car.
Additive manufacturing is indeed making its mark at all levels
of motorsport, including Formula One. For instance, at the start
of the US Grand Prix in Austin during October, the Alfa Romeo
Sauber Formula One team and Additive Industries (Laser Lines,
https://is.gd/tuzemo) announced an extension of their three-year
technology partnership, to five years. Recently, the team took
delivery of its third MetalFAB1 system within a 12-month period
and expanded its second system with an additional build
chamber.
Frédéric Vasseur, team principal at the Alfa Romeo Sauber
Formula One team and CEO of Sauber Motorsport AG, says:
“Not only do we aim to develop the production of additively
manufactured Formula One AM parts further, but we are
expanding competences and activities in our third-party
businesses.”
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A Faro laser tracker helps Ate Aerotech
satisfy wind tunnel calibration tasks
difficult with projected light scanners, steered
the company towards purchasing the
Creaform HandySCAN 700.
David Lang, who was integral to the
decision-making process, says: “The
HandySCAN ticks many boxes. Not requiring
powder spray is an obvious benefit in terms
of time savings, both before and after
scanning. We were spending several
thousand pounds annually on spray, which is
an inefficient and unnecessary cost. In
addition, associated costs were being
incurred by having to clean the castings after
scanning.”
The HandySCAN 700 utilises 14 red laser
lines that offer a large field of view and the
capability to capture data quickly.
“As we assessed the product further,
additional benefits came to the fore,” says
Lang. “The ability to scan with a handheld
portable solution was significant, while the
fact that the HandySCAN and all accessories

fit into a small carry case means it is quick
and simple to take to the shopfloor and start
inspecting.”
The latest metrology innovations have
also proved popular at Sussex-based Ate
Aerotech, which specialises in aerodynamic
test equipment, typically for wind tunnels
used in the motorsport and aviation
industries.

PORTABLE SOLUTION PAYS OFF
Before a wind tunnel test is undertaken, it is
vital to calibrate the positional accuracy of
the system’s various movable elements,
which enables the company’s control
algorithms to achieve the required intricate
and precise profiles. Faced with the need to
perform 3D metrology procedures in such a
large-scale environment, Ate Aerotech
searched for a precise, non-contact coordinate measuring system that could
provide high levels of calibration accuracy,

along with ease and speed of use. Having
considered several options, Ate purchased a
VantageS laser tracker from Faro (https://
is.gd/ucivug), which was to be incorporated
into one of its systems for a Chinese client.
The laser tracker soon proved its ability to
provide the required challenging levels of
accuracy over long distances. Ate Aerotech
staff perform wind tunnel calibration tasks by
plotting the position of each of the system’s
moving parts at their start positions. Then,
when each element is traversed throughout a
predetermined grid pattern, a series of
further readings is taken. The precision of the
captured data allows micro-adjustments to
be made, so that the maximum accuracy
potential of each Ate Aerotech system can
be realised.
Many other uses have been found for the
laser tracker, so much so that the company
has since invested in a further unit for its
own use. ■

Autosport Engineering gets into gear
An integral part of Autosport International, Autosport Engineering
2019 is a two-day event that is regarded by industry figureheads
as the sector’s most important technology show. Taking place
across 10-11 January 2019 at the Birmingham NEC, Autosport
Engineering is a dedicated exhibition for specialist technical
suppliers to the motorsport and performance engineering sectors.
The event embraces the cross-over of technology from other
industries and showcases new suppliers and manufacturing
expertise, creating many business and networking opportunities.
Over 250 specialist companies will shine the spotlight on their
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latest technological solutions to a knowledgeable audience of over
26,000 trade professionals.
Among the manufacturing technology suppliers at the show will
be stamping and pressing machine specialist Bruderer (https://
is.gd/vufeto) and workshop storage specialist System Store
Solutions (https://is.gd/kisuqu). Also at the exhibition, Xtrac
(https://is.gd/uwibiw) will be promoting its know-how in
transmission technology, while Arrow Precision (https://is.gd/
uzuhub) will be among those flying the flag for the subcontract
component manufacturing fraternity.
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Briefs
■ Sandvik Coromant’s (https://

is.gd/uyodup) GC4330 and
GC4340 are two new insert grades
for steel milling. With the
development of advanced
production technologies, such as
a new substrate, Inveio coating
and an improved post-treatment
technology, the new grades offer
substantially increased tool life
and process security in
comparison to the previous
generation GC4230 and GC4240
grades, which these new ones
supersede.
Milling ISO P workpieces offers
challenges. For instance, some
hard and abrasive steels can
generate wear along the flank face
of the insert, especially at higher
speeds and longer time in cut. In
addition, machining in unstable
conditions, due to compromised
clamping or long overhang,
elevates the risk of insert chipping,
while thermal fluctuation during
machining, especially under wet
conditions, can cause crack
formation and subsequent sudden
breakages. The new grades meet
these challenges. GC4330 is a
medium-hard grade and is for
roughing to semi-finish face
milling, with the tough GC4340
grade preferred for rough shoulder
milling and groove milling. Wet
and dry machining are supported,
although dry is recommended.
■ Walter’s (https://is.gd/
xowamo) DC150 Perform solid
carbide drill offers high wearresistance and good chip
evacuation on all materials.
For producing holes up to five
times diameter without internal
cooling (but with oil and
emulsion), the WJ30TA grade
carbide drill has a 140° point
angle for high positioning
accuracy. The DC150 Perform is
the latest addition to a range that
embraces drills with internal
cooling for holes up to 12xD and
up to 3xD without.
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Plug-and-play anti-vibration boring bar from Kennametal
Kennametal’s (https://is.gd/ocuhiq)
new boring system boasts the most
effective anti-chatter mechanism ever
developed by the company and also
offers an extensive range of indexable
heads and shank sizes, says the global
tooling expert.
The company’s new vibration-free
boring system boasts a number of
technological improvements that allow a
plug-and-play operation and which offer
an array of interchangeable heads that include screw-on
and lever-style clamping mechanisms in positive and
negative rake configurations.
Sam Eichelberger, product engineer for lathe systems
engineering and part of the team that developed the
internal dampening mechanism, says: “Perhaps the most
important thing to know about the new bar is that it’s plug
and play. There’s no need whatsoever for tuning or
adjustments — you simply pull it out of the package,
mount it in the turret and get boring.”
Eliminating vibration and, therefore, chatter greatly
extends tool life, and when tools last longer, they can be
pushed harder, with feed rates, cutting speeds and depths
of cut figures that many industry experts once thought
unachievable. And without vibration, surface finish is also
improved.
Important features in the design of the system are
listed as: a serrated, bolt-on connection at the bar’s
business end that securely clamps a variety of styles and
sizes of indexable heads; shorter length heads that are
lighter, providing greater stability, contributing to the bar’s

improved performance; and high
pressure coolant fed where it’s needed.
The result is trouble-free chip control,
together with maximum cooling in the
cutting zone.
But most important of all is the
internal dampener. Highlights
Eichelberger: “The bars are both
vibration- and maintenance-free. Within
the bar there sits a mass that’s
supported by a pair of elastic supports,
inside of which sits a dampening fluid. This mass vibrates
at a predetermined frequency during machining,
attenuating the natural frequency of the bar around it to
suppress vibration. There are no wear components to worry
about, nor tuning, you just set it and forget it.”
Users of Kennametal’s older boring system will find
that the new heads fit perfectly via an adaptor. The bars
range from 25 to 100 mm, and a variety of
interchangeable head styles is available,
from screw-on positive rake inserts
for fine-finishing needs to
negative rake, clamp-style
geometries for heavy
roughing.

Larger Seco high feed milling inserts offer beneﬁﬁﬁﬁ
Seco Tools (https://
is.gd/kitono) is
introducing a new range
of larger LP09 inserts
for use with its High
Feed 2 cutter bodies,
enabling manufacturers
to improve their
productivity and
process reliability.
The new inserts,
featuring higher insert
corner strength and
dual cutting edges, are
designed for a range of
high feed milling
operations (face milling, helical
interpolation, slotting, side milling,
pocketing and plunging) and are

particularly suited to
the machining of
challenging materials
used in the mould
and die, aerospace,
and oil and gas
industries.
High Feed 2
cutter bodies feature
stronger reinforced
cores and more teeth
per diameter,
enabling higher feed
rates to be employed
– resulting in faster
material removal
rates. Furthermore, during high feed
milling operations, the optimised
flutes of the cutter bodies evacuate

chips quickly and more efficiently.
The rectangular shape of the
LP09 inserts, combined with the
closer-pitched cutter bodies, helps
extend tool life beyond that achieved
with square inserts. Cutter body
pockets ensure consistent and
precise insert positioning/seating
during indexing, while high strength
screw clamps hold inserts securely in
place.
LP09 positive inserts, once the
launch programme has been fully
completed early next year, will be
available in a full range of grades,
including D12, MD15, M13, ME08
and E08. Seco Tools’ High Feed 2
cutter bodies range in size from 25 to
100 mm.
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Subcontractor taps into tooling specialist’s expertise
Serving the automotive, automation, offshore, aerospace
and motorsport industries, Surrey-based subcontractor BCT
Engineering has enlisted the support of Tamworth cutting
tool specialists Industrial Tooling Corporation (ITC –
https://is.gd/etamit) to boost productivity.
BCT Engineering managing director Tony Ryan says:
“The help we’ve had from ITC has been invaluable. We
have one product that is part of a modern ‘touch-button’
domestic tap for boiled or chilled water and we were
initially making the parts from plate material. However, we
had problems that were down to both the type of material
we were using and the machining methods we were
applying. ITC came along, had a look at the way we were
machining the parts and they changed the tools and the
machining strategy. This has saved at least an hour on
each component.
“To achieve this, we are using a combination of tooling
that includes high feed tip tools to go around the outside
of the part and then a solid carbide end-mill to go through
the centre of the part (pictured). When we started to
machine the part, we were going far too cautiously with the
speeds and feeds, as we didn’t realise the performance
parameters of the tools. Now, we have evolved the
situation and we have drastically reduced the cycle times
and improved the process reliability.”
Widia M370 high feed indexable end-mills are

■ Engis (https://is.gd/cufuje)

employed to machine the profile of the parts and then an
ITC 20 mm diameter solid carbide five-flute 5021 cutter
rough machines the slotted form in the centre of the parts.
The final step is the application of an ITC solid carbide sixflute 6051 long series finishing tool.
These stainless steel tap components are machined in
batch sizes of 50-off pairs/sets and the machining time of
four hours per pair/set has been reduced from four hours
to two, a 50% cycle time reduction.

Combined expertise delivers high performance
The expertise of two global tool
specialists, Komet (https://is.gd/
cibega) and Ceratizit (https://
is.gd/zedile), has been combined
in a joint development project to
mark the 100th anniversary of the
former. The result is the KUB 100

finite element method (FEM)
enabled the team to design large
chip channels without significant
detriment to the rigidity or tensile
strength. This created space for
effective chip removal. Ceratizit’s
innovative indexable insert contour

indexable insert drill, which
delivers top quality performance
when drilling a diverse range of
materials.
The development team has
successfully united the innovative
ideas of the two brands in a single
new, high performance product.
Komet’s many years of experience
in designing drill bodies using the

design and chip breaker geometry
then ensures effective chip control
during drilling in various workpiece
materials. These geometric features
have significantly improved spot
drilling results, in particular. This
makes the drilling process highly
efficient when drilling diameters
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from 14 to 27 mm with a diameter
to length ratio of 3xD.
The result is a combination of
powder metallurgical expertise,
state-of-the-art coating technology
and innovative tool design that
creates a milestone in drilling
technology. One grade, one
indexable insert geometry (interior
and exterior) for all common
workpiece materials. This reduces
complexity in handling, as well as
the cost of keeping items in stock,
making the KUB 100 a high
performance all-rounder providing
the ultimate in productivity and
reliability.
The KUB 100 is the first joint
development project between
Komet and Ceratizit, and is a clear
indication of the way the team has
successfully integrated in a short
period of time since Komet became
part of the Ceratizit business in
October 2017.

ElectroMill diamond and CBN
electroplated grinding solutions
are designed to replace
expensive, complex, tungsten
carbide or PCD milling cutters in
the production of high quality,
flat milled surfaces for high
precision, high volume
applications – even those with
an interrupted cut or where
multiple materials must be
machined simultaneously, says
Engis. Designed for use on a
wide variety of machining
centres having high pressure
coolant and 10,000+ rpm
spindles, ElectroMill improves
surface finish and flatness,
dramatically extends tool life and
reduces cost per part, the
surface finishing expert claims.
■ The Gewefa (https://is.gd/
irovok) family of face-and-taper
toolholders is one of the most
extensive available and now
covers BT and DIN formats in
SK30, 40 and 50 tapers to offer
comprehensive capability for
heavy duty and very high speed
machining applications. The
toolholders are available as
collet chucks, shell-mills, facemills, shrink-clamp, hydraulic
chucks and in extended length
and adaptor formats.
■ Horn’s (https://is.gd/
lapuzu) new Speed-Forming
tools are for productively
machining deep, narrow grooves
into prismatic metal workpieces.
Initially, the tools are offered in
widths from 1.5 to 4 mm and
from 12 to 35 mm long. Tool
and mould makers generally use
milling cutters with a large
length-to-diameter ratio to
produce ribs, for example, but,
due to the risk of breakage, it is
necessary to program a relatively
low feed rate. Now, such grooves
can be machined to a depth of
up to 20 mm more quickly and
cost-effectively.
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Capacity limits

At A A Sheetmetal, the
Timesavers machine is the
equivalent of having 10
people manually deburring

A deburring and surface graining bottleneck is solved by A A Sheetmetal with a Timesavers machine,
while at an EDM subcontractor, standardisation on Sodick technology is paying dividends

T

raditionally, deburring and surface
graining were manual operations at
Norwich-based subcontract
sheetmetal company A A Sheetmetal, but
increasing volumes demanded an
automated solution. The solution chosen
was a Timesavers Series 32, abrasive belt
and rotary carousel brush deburring and
surface finishing machine having an 1,100
mm working width, supplied by Ellesco
(https://is.gd/tixoka).
A A Sheetmetal was formed in 1987 by
co-directors Alan Lappin and Alan Smith to
serve the food packaging industry and
commercial catering equipment sectors.
This involved laser cutting flat sheet,
forming and welding stainless steel
fabrications in relatively small batch
quantities. Year-on-year growth saw the
business develop, with three relocations
made to manage the expanding customer
base over the years.
With this growth came a requirement to
invest, which saw the arrival of a flat-bed
fibre laser to replace the older CO2 laser
profiling machine. “Everything we produce
goes through the laser machine and the
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move to fibre gave productivity a massive
boost. The result was more parts that all
required edge finishing to some extent and,
as this was done manually, it put greater
pressure on the team,” reports Lappin.
“This got us thinking about reducing the
manual content of our deburring to improve
workflow and reduce the health and safety
aspect of vibration white finger, due to use
of manual air tools. Then, when a longstanding customer doubled the volume of
work, the decision to move to the
Timesaver machine was made for us, as we
simply couldn’t have managed that volume
with manual deburring and finishing.”

AUTO PROCESSING CAPABILITY
The Timesavers 32 series machine at
A A Sheetmetal is capable of automatically
deburring, finishing, edge rounding and
removal of laser oxide skin through its
combination of wide abrasive belt and four
rotary brushes. Thanks to its vacuum table,
which features an integrated cleaning cycle,
parts as small as 50 mm2 can be
processed without need for any manual
input.

From the Siemens HMI located at 45° on
the front corner of the machine, the
operator can quickly set all of the machine
parameters from grind height (between
0 and 100 m) and table speed (0.2 to
8 m/min). From the control position, the
operator is also able to view the illuminated
work area through the large window.
The 32 series machines are ideal for
burr removal on laser-cut (including plastic
coated, without disturbing the plastic),
waterjet, punched and guillotined edges.
The machine can also process a wide range
of materials, including stainless and other
steels, straight onto a ‘sticky’ conveyor
belt, and with the Timesavers’ vacuum
table, aluminium, copper and other metals
that would otherwise require repeated,
manual cleaning of the conveyor belt can
also be processed.
A particular requirement of the food
industry that A A Sheetmetal services is the
need to ensure everything is spotlessly
clean, which requires processing equipment
to be cleaned down intensively and
frequently. The nature of this equipment
means a lot of manual intervention reaching
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into dark corners through slots and along
edges. Therefore, the rounded edges
created by the Timesavers rotary brushes
are ideal, eliminating any risk to the
operator from sharp corners. Additionally,
the brushes will produce a non-directional
finish, if required; ideal for cleaning down
with a pressure washer.

APPEARANCES ARE IMPORTANT
For the type of work being produced by
A A Sheetmetal, final visual appearance is
important so the ability to produce
consistent brushed finishes and corner radii
is a major benefit. Additionally, the speed
of the processing of parts through the
Timesavers machine means that both sides
of a part can be treated equally, so any
visual inspection of a completed cabinet
will show the finish as good on the inside
as on the outside.
“We can now process batches
irrespective of size and know that every
part will look identical. Furthermore, it
makes no difference how complex the part
shape is, as we know that every edge will
be deburred/rounded to the same degree,
and the fact that we can deburr plasticcoated material without damaging the metal
surface is a major advantage,” says Simon
Miller, foreman, A A Sheetmetal.
Adds Lappin: “The Timesavers machine
is the equivalent of having 10 people
manually deburring. With its arrival, these
people are now free to use their skills more
productively, fabricating and welding
finished assemblies. Deburring by hand is
extremely time consuming and poses
health issues from a vibration point of view
and the environment. With the Timesavers
having dust extraction, the workplace is
now dust-free and operators no longer have
any concerns over the potential damage
that using hand tools can bring.”
At Oldbury-based precision engineering
subcontractor Steadfast Solutions, three
ageing wire EDMs have been replaced with
the latest Sodick SL400Q models from
Sodi-Tech EDM (https://is.gd/muvegi). The
move brings the total number of Sodick
machines on site to 17, the company
having opted to standardise on the
Japanese brand since the company’s
foundation in 2006. The latest machines
have axes travels of 400 by 300 by
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250 mm, work tank size of 850 by 755 mm
and a 500 kg weight capacity.
“Replacing older machines with newer
technologies has been an ongoing strategy
at Steadfast from the outset,” says
company co-founder Gary Smith. “This
continuous investment gives customers the
confidence that our commitment to offering
the best quality and delivery, at a
competitive price, cannot be bettered
elsewhere.
“The three machines have not stopped
working since they arrived, including
overnight and at weekends. We work to
tolerances of 5 micron in many instances
and never have a problem. That level of
reliability is critical to our business. We can
set jobs with the confidence that they will
come off to specification. At night, we have
cameras on the machines in case there is
a stoppage, but the automatic wire
threading technology is very reliable.”
The forward order book at the ISO9001and AS9100-accredited company is
extremely healthy, with a number of new
automotive customers coming on board in
recent months. The backing of the Sodick
machines is in evidence here, too.
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“Customer relationships are key,” states
Smith. “We have certain obligations to our
clients, including a commitment to fast
delivery, which is particularly the case in a
quick-moving industry such as automotive.
We’ve picked up new customers after
reports they were not getting the required
delivery service elsewhere. However, we
can only achieve short lead times if we
have the necessary technology in place.
This is where the Sodick machines come
into their own.”
The standardisation on Sodick
technology also pays dividends in training.
With so many Sodick machines already on
site, the learning curve for the latest
SL400Q models was extremely short.
“The biggest threat to our industry is the
shortage of skills,” concludes Smith. “It is
difficult to find skilled CNC machinists, so
we rely on factors such as our apprentice
programme and machine tool ease-of-use.
As a final point, another factor that helps
us to combat the lack of industry skills is
the support and maintenance delivered by
Sodi-Tech EDM. We get really excellent
service from Sodi-Tech, who ensure we
have minimal machine downtime.” ■
L-R: Steadfast Solutions’ Gary Smith,
director, with fellow director Steve
Moseley alongside their latest Sodick
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The new KASTOmiwin
saw is available in semiautomatic and automatic
versions (see box, p37)

Looking sharp
Regardless of being a high throughput stockholder or a lower-paced R&D lab, the
requirement for precise, reliable, high quality sawing remains. Steed Webzell reports

S

ingapore-based Sin Ghee Huat is a
prominent stainless steel
stockholder with a portfolio of more
than 4,000 products that it supplies to
customers throughout Asia and Oceania.
The requirement to cut stainless steel has
increased significantly over the years, in
line with growing orders, and the company’s
existing sawing provision was struggling to
cope; cutting times were too long and the
sawing function gradually became a
bottleneck.
The point came when Sin Ghee Huat’s
management decided to extend its
bandsawing capacity. Kasto (https://is.gd/
omiyuv) was the chosen supplier, as it also
makes storage systems for industrial
materials and had delivered a Unibloc
stacking cradle a few years previously to
the Singapore facility.
“Before material is delivered to
customers, several operations take place,
including sawing to length, a task that
demands considerable effort, because
most stainless steel bars are difficult to
cut,” explains operations manager Shawn
Lim. “It is therefore vital for us to have
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powerful sawing machines that ensure
short cutting times and high productivity.”
Lim ordered a KASTOwin A4.6 automatic
bandsaw. The machine, which has a cutting
range of 460 mm, is employed for the
sawing of solid material, tube and section.
Within the KASTOwin’s configuration, the
vice and saw feed are equipped with zeroplay linear guideways and ballscrew drives.
These elements enable the machine to
achieve a cutting accuracy of ±0.1 mm over
a 100 mm length, at band speeds up to
150 m/min.
The intuitive, touch-screen SmartControl
contains data on all types and cross-

A Compcut 200 composite plate saw is in
use at Renault Sport Racing lab operations

sections of material stocked at Sin Ghee
Huat, so that the parameters for sawing
can be input readily. As a result, idle times
have been reduced. Additionally, the
KASTOrespond system records the forces
on the blade and uses a special algorithm
to convert the data into the optimum rate of
down-feed, making the saw particularly
efficient.
At another stockholder, this time in the
UK, preference is for a circular sawing
solution. Dyfed Steels, which is
headquartered in Llanelli, recently invested
in its second Noritake high speed circular
saw, an NCS-7/80 model. Noritake is
represented in the UK by Sawcraft (https://
is.gd/bamoto).
Dyfed Steels says it is the largest
independent steel stockholder and
processor in Wales and the southwest of
England. At any one time, the ISO9001accredited company has over 23,000
tonnes of material in stock across 10
locations, and can provide a complete
range of processing services. Among the
key features of the Noritake NCS-7/80 that
prompted Dyfed Steels to invest are a long
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feed stroke length of 750 mm, a compact
overall footprint and fast cutting capability.
According to Noritake, the NCS-7/80 has
the ability to increase cutting capacity by
more than three times that of conventional
models on the market, offering an average
speed for cutting S45C steel bar (45 mm
diameter) of 1.8 seconds.

Dyfed Steels has invested
in a second Noritake
circular saw

TESTING TIMES FOR COMPOSITES
Of course, not everyone requires a high
productivity sawing solution. Some
facilities, such as test labs and R&D
houses, instead major on reliability and
quality. A case in point can be seen at the
Enstone, Oxfordshire facility of Formula One
team, Renault Sport Racing, where Sharp
and Tappin (https://is.gd/hulola) recently
installed and commissioned one of its
Compcut 200 composite plate saws.
Recent feedback received from the team
at Renault reinforces Sharp and Tappin’s
belief that its Compcut 200 is the optimum
solution for the preparation of composite
samples in test lab environments.
“Sharp & Tappin installed and
commissioned the Compcut 200 earlier this
year and we are delighted with it,” states
Maria Brooks, Renault Sport Racing’s

senior
materials
laboratory technician.
“Renault Sport Racing is a competitive
Formula One team, so all testing work,
including preparation, needs to be of the
highest quality and standard, which is what
we get with the Compcut 200.
“The productivity of the materials testing
laboratory has increased significantly since
installation, as the Compcut 200 allows us
to set up and run multiple panels and
specimen cuts automatically,” she
continues. “Full automation of the machine
positions the material after each cut,
removing the need to stop and start the
saw to remove a cut specimen, realign and
clamp.

“Of particular note, the
Compcut 200 gives us high
quality test specimens with an
excellent edge finish, within the tight
tolerances expected cut after cut. In
addition, the Compcut 200 has a compact
footprint and is extremely simple to clean
and maintain.”
Sharp and Tappin’s technical director,
Ben Sharp, gives some background to the
solution: “We are proud that our latest
machines are now proving themselves at
the highest levels of engineering. We had
been in discussions with Renault Sport
Racing since the Advanced Engineering
show in 2017, where they viewed one of
our pre-production Compcut 200 plate
saws. Their initial comments and feedback
helped us to hone the final production
model.” ■

Latest sawing products in brief
■ Bahco’s 3858 Sandflex P9000 PQ bandsaw blade is
manufactured using highly alloyed powder HSS. As a result, the
blade offers improved hardness and toughness, which in turn not
only produces high tooth edge performance, but improved wear
resistance and longer blade life. The blade can be acquired in the
UK from ADS Precision (https://is.gd/ditipe), which says the
Sandflex P9000 offers the same benefits as the existing Bahco
PQ range, including high precision due to a consistent, accurate
tooth height that delivers even chip loading during cutting
operations. Results include even tooth wear to support extended
tool life and less risk of overloading a tooth, which helps avoid
breakage. In addition, sharp 17° rake-angled teeth assist in
lowering the cutting forces applied to the blade. Powder
metallurgy HSS is an important alternative to conventional HSS
steels since it offers improved properties in hardness and
toughness. Moreover, powder HSS has the ability to use alloying,
which is not possible in conventionally melted HSS.
■ Kasto is supplementing its bandsaw programme with the
addition of a twin-column machine for cutting stock to length
and mitring between -45° and +60°. The KASTOmiwin saw is
available in semi-automatic and automatic versions, U4.6 and
A4.6, respectively. The latter model has a rack-and-pinion drive
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to feed material by up to 3,000 mm in a single stroke. Blade
down-feed is actuated electrically via a ballscrew drive. The
clamping range of the new bandsaw is up to 460 mm,
depending on material profile, while the smallest size that can
be cut is 10 by 10 mm. For single straight cuts, the
KASTOmiwin semi-automatic machine leaves a rest piece of
30 mm, increasing to 200 mm on the automatic model. The
user can adjust the band speed steplessly between 12 and
150 m/min. More details: https://is.gd/zuwoko
■ Vollmer (https://is.gd/kahuqu) has launched its CHX 840
grinding machine, which is dedicated to sharpening the tooth
face and top of circular saw blades in one set-up. The grinder is
aimed at sharpening specialists and sawmill operators that
have to continuously re-sharpen circular saws. Suitable for
machining carbide-tipped circular saw blades with a diameter up
to 840 mm, the machine offers five CNC axes to produce saw
blades having common tooth geometries. This also applies to
sawing with axial angle and group toothing. A transverse feed
pawl with pneumatic lifting also permits the machining of
clamping segments and clamping rings. Vollmer has made the
CHX 840 available with different automation levels to reduce
cycle and set-up times.
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COOLANTS & CUTTING OILS NEWS IN BRIEF

Briefs

Lubricants training course
Total Lubricants has launched LubInstitute, a certified
training course designed to improve industrial operational
efficiency and reduce costs. LubInstitute, which has been
devised and developed in-house by Total, aims to help
businesses enhance and improve the capabilities of
employees who encounter lubricants in their roles. The
tailored and highly interactive training course is delivered
in person by Total Lubricants’ technical experts and
supported by a dedicated e-learning platform.
A foundation module focusing on the composition,
application and usage issues of lubricants can be tailored
to varying levels of understanding. The foundation module
is followed by a selection of further tailored modules,
including machine lubrication, turbine lubrication, foodsafe and biodegradable lubricants, advanced
troubleshooting, stocking and handling lubricants, bearing
lubrication, oil condition monitoring and metalworking.
LubInstitute is the brainchild of technical key account
manager, Gautier Perrin, who says: “The LubInstitute
course is aimed at anyone working with lubricants who
wants to keep their machinery operating at optimum
efficiency, while reducing costs and developing best
practice. By learning how to choose the appropriate
lubricant and how to monitor the health of industrial
equipment, LubInstitute will help businesses eradicate
costly failures.”

■ Master Fluid Solutions has

LubInstitute can benefit a range of professionals,
including maintenance managers, condition monitoring
specialists, operations managers, plant managers, and
individuals involved in the purchasing, stocking and
dispensing of lubricants.
In addition to training, Total offers a range of valueadded services, including VisioStock, which is for operators
that keep a stock of oils or other lubricants onsite and
continually monitors tank levels and provides real-time
status updates, ensuring tanks never run dry.
https://is.gd/ojalir

Easy handling
Cooling line excels under pressure
of rimmed drums
directly from Leader. The plated
Liftomatic Material Handling has
introduced a four-wheel hand
truck for rimmed drums: the
Liftomatic 10HT-4W. UK
availability is via St Clare
Engineering (https://is.gd/
oyokil).
The 10HT-4W handles all
rimmed steel, composite fibre and
plastic drums weighing up to
450 kg. Designed with ergonomic
safety in mind, the truck eliminates
the need for an operator to bear
the weight of the load.
In addition to Liftomatic’s
proprietary ‘Parrot-Beak’ clamping
mechanism, the truck has two
250 mm main wheels with full
roller bearings, while two 100 mm
swivel casters support the drum
when moving through plants and
warehouses. A clamping
mechanism can be adjusted to
handle all common drum sizes.

Leader Chuck Systems (https://is.
gd/akequh) has introduced a
system for high precision and high
pressure coolant delivery.
Manufactured in Switzerland by
Piranha Clamp, the Cooling Line
system is made from high strength
anodised aluminium to withstand
pressures of up to 80 bar. The
system can be installed on all
common toolholders and CNC
machines by employing the
company’s threaded connectors.
Most milling, turning and grinding
applications can be catered for as
Cooling Line is available in two
standard sizes, 0.25 and 0.5”,
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lightweight aluminium elements of
the system are flexible and versatile,
and come with starter kits that
provide everything needed for most
standard machine installations.
In addition to coolant supply,
Cooling Line can be used for blowing
out chucks and even for suction
applications. Where other cooling
lubricant pipes wear prematurely,
from exposure to hot chips or spiral
swarf snagging on the lines, the
anodised aluminium used by Piranha
Clamp delivers long life even in
arduous operating conditions, reports
the company.
Leader Chuck Systems’ managing
director, Mark Jones, says: “Poor or
sporadic coolant delivery will
negatively impact on surface finish,
tool life and machine life. In contrast,
the Piranha Clamp Cooling Line is
designed to perform exceptionally at
all pressures to help avoid these
issues.”

appointed its technical sales
manager Peter Blenkinsop to the
newly-created post of director of
sales – Europe. Based at the
Master Fluid Solutions’
headquarters in Needham Market,
UK, Blenkinsop is now responsible
for the performance of the
domestic sales team and the
company’s distributor network
throughout mainland Europe.
He says: “Our European
customer base has grown
substantially in the past year and
we remain committed to providing
the best resources to ensure
manufacturers have the best
metalworking fluids for the job.”
https://is.gd/zurize
■ Houghton (https://is.gd/
oqutuc) has unveiled its HOCUT
4260 as an addition to the
company’s HOCUT 4000 series
multi-metal technology platform,
which is targeted at general and
high speed machining. The semisynthetic micro-emulsion has a
high detergency to keep
machinery, tooling and
components clean.
All the compoany’s 4000
series coolant products employ
the same bio-stability package,
which is free from boron and
formaldehyde-release biocides.
This latest formulation, HOCUT
4260, has been developed
specifically for aerospace
applications and especially for
large aluminium fuselage
components. Here, the microemulsion prevents the staining
and galvanic corrosion of
aluminium alloys, allowing large
parts to remain in machines for
several hours or even days.
HOCUT 4260 can also be used
for carbon-fibre composite
machining. The product is fully
REACH-compliant and Houghton
anticipates future EHS regulatory
approvals. Multiple OEM approvals
are already in place.
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AUTODESK
T: 0121 766 5544
E: mfg-uk@autodesk.com
W: www.autodesk.com/make

Autodesk’s Continued
in Manufacturing
Manufacturing
Investment
Investment in

T

he Autodesk Technology Centre in
Birmingham (pictured) was launched
earlier this year to transform the way things
are made, demonstrating new additive,
subtractive and fabrication processes.
Working with customers from a variety of
industries ranging from automotive and
aerospace to consumer products and industrial
devices, the centre provides a space to explore
advanced manufacturing techniques and
computer-aided manufacturing solutions, often
through production work commissioned by
customers. Here, teams examine how automation
– enabled by new manufacturing processes – is
unlocking a new era of design freedom where it’s
possible to manufacture increasingly complex
designs.
This centre is part of Autodesk’s global
network of facilities that helps bring to life
solutions aimed towards solving some of the

world’s most complex manufacturing and
fabrication challenges, empowering our
customers to make anything.
The Autodesk Technology Centres are where
the future of making takes shape. With locations
around the world, industry, academic and
entrepreneurial communities are invited to
reimagine what it means to design and make,
and create a shared vision of the future that will
enable people to do more and make better things
with less negative impact.
Autodesk provides the facilities, technology
and equipment, training and expertise for these
communities to explore ideas that will shape the
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future. Each location – San
Francisco, Boston, Toronto and
Birmingham, UK – explores
different aspects of the future of
making, from construction
to advanced
manufacturing to artificial
intelligence and
generative design.
But all the spaces are
designed to foster
open innovation and
advance the
industries that help
imagine, design and
make the world around us.
The Birmingham technology centre has been a
key test bed for the development of new features
added to Autodesk’s CAM products in 2018,
including PowerMill, PowerShape,
FeatureCAM and PowerInspect. For
example, the CAM solution for high-speed
and 5-axis machining, PowerMill, includes
a ‘Posts in the Cloud’ platform, which
allows CAM programmers to closely
manage their post-processor files.
By centrally storing post-processors on a
secure cloud platform, manufacturers
can be confident that teams are
using the most up-to-date version
at all times.
Other key updates made in
PowerMill 2019.1 include:
● Surface probing – enabling
spindle-mounted probes to be used
to measure parts during
manufacture
● Shareable 3D inspection reports
via Autodesk Drive – a cloud-based
tool – to allow production quality
issues to be addressed quickly
and efficiently
● New tools for interactive
collision management
● Improved machining set-up to
reduce the time and effort
needed to program machine
components that use multiple fixtures
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and/or operations
● Enhanced automatic tool tilting
for smoother machining
● More efficient adaptive clearing –
PowerMill’s ‘Vortex from Stock’
roughing strategy now supports a
stepover of up to 99% of the tool
diameter for shorter cycle times when using
indexable cutters
● The addition of a ‘pattern-turning’ toolpath
type
Clinton Perry, PowerMill product manager at
Autodesk, comments: “This latest release helps
PowerMill users achieve more value today from
their 3- and 5-axis machines, whilst enabling
them to use the power of the cloud to ensure
more efficient, safe and accurate machining.
We don’t just want to meet the needs of our
customers but advance their manufacturing
capabilities, so they can win higher value
business and deliver a real competitive
difference.” ■
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W: www.ceratizit.com

Combined capabilities bring
continued success to CERATIZIT UK & IRELAND

I

n a year that has seen a rebranding of the
business to bring together the CERATIZIT
Groups four competence brands under the
control of CERATIZIT UK & IRELAND, one constant
has been the ongoing growth of the business
overall. These changes have had a positive
impact on the business and its customers and,
combined with the continuing strength of the UK
and Ireland manufacturing sector, has resulted in
helping CERATIZIT UK & IRELAND maintain its
year-on-year positive sales trend, resulting in a
double-digit increase in turnover during 2018.
As it looks forward to 2019, it sees no reason for
that positive trend not to continue, as these
changes within the organisation add greater
choice and service for customers, along with
numerous innovations in the cutting tool and
workholding solutions that will be unveiled.
The work that has gone on at CERATIZIT UK &
IRELAND has brought together four of the World’s
leading cutting tool competence brands, a move
that will consolidate and enhance the marketleading support that the business

already provides to its
customers from across the
engineering manufacturing spectrum. The
brands, Cutting Solutions by CERATIZIT, Komet,
Klenk and WNT, are all at the forefront of their
market segments. By bringing them under the
single business unit of CERATIZIT UK & IRELAND,
they will deliver to customers a more
comprehensive range of products, technical
know-how and customer support. Providing this
combination of products and knowledge from a
single source will keep CERATIZIT UK & IRELAND
at the forefront of customer support and technical
excellence, and ensure that its customers
continue to have a competitive edge.
The four competence brands within the
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CERATIZIT Group are truly
complementary and will
see customers benefitting
from a single source to
cover all their cutting tool
and workholding
requirements, whatever
industry sector they
operate in. Cutting
Solutions by CERATIZIT is an innovator in the
development and manufacture of innovative
cutting tool solutions, covering indexable insert
and solid carbide tooling. Customers range from
OEMs in the automotive, aerospace, power
generation and rail industries, down through their
supply chains. Throughout its 95-year history, the
development of hard materials for cutting tool
and wear resistance applications has been at the
heart of the company’s innovative strategy.
Komet is a technology leader in the area of
high-precision drilling, reaming, milling, threading
and mechatronic tools. Like other group
members, it has thrived through innovation and
quality, which has placed it at the forefront

of developing solutions that are tailored for
individual customer requirements, as well as
fulfilling the needs of customers that require high
quality premium cutting tool products throughout
every stage of the machining cycle.
WNT provides customers with industry-leading
customer service through its global network of
distribution and technical sales subsidiaries.
WNT operates in a unique way to ensure that its
customers are kept at the forefront of
metalcutting efficiency, providing next-day
delivery on any of the more than 55,000 items in
its range, the largest selection in the industry.
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Centre: the new Komet Kub U-drill; above, left,
solid carbide tools from CERATIZIT UK & IRELAND;
above, right, SOGX tooling from WNT; and below,
CERATIZITÕs HFC-TUR cutter body

Klenk is focused primarily on the aerospace
sector, where it leads the way in rotary cutting
tools for drilling, milling, reaming and
countersinking applications. Many of its products
are custom-designed for individual customers
around the world, where it applies its specific
knowledge of machining materials such as carbon
fibre, titanium, aluminium and steel.
“Behind the scenes during 2018, a lot of work
has taken place to make this change to the
business seamless as far as our customers are
concerned and the continued sales growth is
testament to this. As we move into 2019, these
changes will become more apparent to
customers, who will benefit from the ability to
source tooling and applications knowledge from
one source, while maintaining the working
relationships with our technical and applications
engineers that they have become accustomed to.
We are extremely positive about the coming
12-months of business, as the UK and
Ireland markets continue
to be resilient and show
positive investment
intentions,” says Tony
Pennington, managing
director, CERATIZIT UK &
IRELAND. ■
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CGTECH
T: 01273 773538
E: info.uk@cgtech.com
W: www.cgtech.com/vmg

Right first time;
fast first time

F

or the world’s leading independent supplier
of CNC simulation and optimisation
software, CGTech, 2018 has seen positive
growth, compared to 12 months ago, of around
15% across the UK and the other countries that
fall under its auspices. This increase in business
follows a very strong performance in 2017 and
the majority of the growth can be attributed to
new customers.
“I believe we are getting closer to our
customers now, an increased level of staff in
sales and technical support in the UK allowing us
to spend the time required to investigate the
details of the challenges each business faces,”
says Managing Director, Tony Shrewsbury. “More
dialog with each customer means we can provide
better guidance on the solutions available and it
is also fair to say, in this case, that effort equals
reward.”
This is also true for CGTech’s recently-opened
Russian office, an undertaking that has proved
more time consuming than first anticipated.
As Tony Shrewsbury explains: “We have a great
reseller network across Russia, but large
businesses tend to want to work directly with us,
so we can again better understand their
requirements. So, we started the process of
setting up a local office at the beginning of 2018,
which I am pleased to say is now fully functioning
and staffed with key people that are dedicated to
promoting the benefits of VERICUT as an
advanced independent CNC simulation and
optimisation software platform.”
Another country that has grown significantly
during the year is Romania, with the
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success of European
funding allowing
investment in advanced
manufacturing equipment
to accelerate economic
growth. This often
requires support from
advanced software CAD/
CAM systems and the
protection afforded by
VERICUT.
One key area that
CGTech in the UK is leading the company globally
with is customers for the new Force Milling
module. Offering savings of up to 40%, Force
uses a physics-based optimisation method to
determine the maximum reliable feed rate for a
given cutting condition, based on four factors:
force on the cutter, spindle power, maximum chip
thickness and maximum allowable feed rate.
It calculates ideal feed rates by analysing tool
geometry and parameters, material properties of
the stock and cutting tool, detailed cutting tool
edge geometry and VERICUT cut-by-cut contact
conditions. It excels in difficult-to-machine
materials, and especially in complex multi-axis
cuts, such as 5-axis flank milling.
“It comes down to education,” Tony
Shrewsbury points out. “We have fully prepared
our sales and technical support staff with the
knowledge and understanding needed to impart
the benefits of FORCE to our customers. That
said, customers still want to see the benefits for
themselves and we know the software will deliver
the results.”
In VERICUT 8.2,
Force Turning module
was added to the
optimisation tool kits,
a physics-based NC
program module that
analyses and
optimises cutting
conditions to achieve
optimal feed rate,
while managing the
cutting forces and
spindle power
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Prismatic parts can benefit from FORCE (above),
but so now can turned components (below)

required. The result of Force Turning are
significant time savings and improved cutting tool
and machine life.
Most turning jobs tend to be shorter cycle
times, but the new module can still make a
significant difference. An example component
used by CGTech highlights a reduction of 18%,
down from 6 minutes to under 5 minutes, which,
extrapolated across a production run over a week,
means producing 480 parts rather than the
previous 400.
An automotive project recently completed by
CGTech resulted in an 11% time saving by
applying VERICUT. The project had a target to
machine 280,000 parts per year with the specific
aim of achieving this without purchasing
additional machining capacity. These savings go
a long way towards that goal.
This ability takes VERICUT into a different
market, one that is production-volume-biased
rather than traditional high complexity, high mix
sectors, such as aerospace and defence where
the software currently excels.
Concludes Tony Shrewsbury: “I see this ability
taking VERICUT into new sectors; the software is
not just for complex components found in the
aerospace and defence sectors. We can even
simulate very complex turning machines like
Swiss-style sliding-headstock lathes, working with
the suppliers to fully understand how the NC code
works to allow us to accurately simulate every
operation. The goal, as always, is ‘right first time;
fast first time’.” ■
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FRONIUS
T: 01908 512300
E: info-uk@fronius.com
W: www.fronius.co.uk

Fronius – Where Revolution
Comes as Standard

S

heldon Brear (pictured), National Sales
Director at Fronius UK, talks all things
welding at Fronius - where revolution
comes as standard.
Fronius has been at the forefront of
manufacturing state-of-the-art welding technology
for the last 70 years, during which it has
contributed significantly to developments within
the welding industry, creating some of the most
sophisticated welding machines on the
market today. This Austrian brand has a
workforce of over 3,800 behind it, with
subsidiaries the world over, and is
completely dedicated to meeting the
demands of the 21st century welder.
Probably best known within the
automated and robotic segments, the
presence of Fronius in the UK market has
also been growing increasingly into the light
industrial segments, particularly with the recent
launch of its Professional Welding Tool range.
“We recognised the requirement for completely
versatile, affordable technology with such features
and capabilities as multi-voltage, digital
technology, cordless welding and
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multi-process technology - housed
within the most compact and robust
units available for every welder,
everywhere,” explains Sheldon.
Meeting the challenges of
new, complex materials
“As materials that require welding
have become more
complex and
sophisticated, we’ve adapted
our products to meet those new
challenges.” In 2013, Fronius
released the TPS/i in what the
company have termed the
‘Intelligent Revolution’. The
system is built with a super-fast
processor that makes it possible to
analyse and control the welding process
more accurately, resulting in less spattering,
improved droplet detachment and an even more
stable arc at higher welding speeds. “Welding has
never been so simple with such impressive
quality. This machine really is the future of
welding,” continues Sheldon. “The TPS/i modular
welding system is designed for today and for
years to come, with upgrades and new processes
directly downloadable for specific requirements.”
One of those processes available for the TPS/i
is the low heat input welding process Cold Metal
Transfer (CMT) that allows users to achieve
optimum results when joining different materials,
for example, steel and aluminium. Unique to
Fronius, CMT is favoured by many leading vehicle
manufacturers. “Many automotive projects that
we are involved with include the welding of
aluminium and we are breaking new ground when
it comes to welding this material.”
Resistance Spot Welding is also an area that
Fronius knows much about and offers its own
version ‘DeltaSpot’ (left) that uses a process tape
to eliminate tip dressing of the electrodes and to
control heat input, especially in aluminium
applications. With a new contact surface for
every welding spot, 100% reproducible welding
results can be achieved as well as up to 7,000
spots without interruption. Fronius DeltaSpot
also provides flexibility when welding different
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Fronius’ TransPocket power source
is available in categories 150 to 480 A

sheet thicknesses and three-sheet joints.
“Products start out in our R&D department.
We create technically superior solutions to
prominent unfulfilled customer needs,” Sheldon
underlines. The company reinvests heavily into
research and development. Every product is
subjected to a wide range of tests to ensure they
function in extreme conditions and have a long
service life. “We go to such extremes, because
that’s what our products do,” he affirms.
Fronius in the UK
Fronius came to the UK, opening up a large
technology centre in Milton Keynes in 2012.
The facility houses a laboratory to conduct
welding trials for customers, including manual
welding bays, automated machinery and many
robot bays. The centre also features classrooms,
teaching bays, offices and a warehouse.
WhatÕs your welding challenge?
Fronius places a huge emphasis on finding
solutions to its customers’ current welding
challenges. Globally, Fronius engineers have the
expertise to help companies determine the best
processes to suit their applications.
“Every welder has, at some point, encountered
a task that’s not easy to solve and the company’s
campaign ‘What’s your welding challenge?’ is all
about strengthening our position as a solutions
provider,” Sheldon clarifies.
If you have a welding challenge, discuss it
with the team at Fronius UK. Alternatively, if you
want a demonstration on any Fronius product,
call them today. ■
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SUNNEN
T: 01442 393939
E: hemel@sunnen.co.uk
W: www.sunnen.com

Sunnen abrasives – the first
step for better honing

H

igh productivity with high process
capability (Cpk) sometimes seems elusive
in production honing, but the problem can
often be traced to inconsistent abrasives,
according to Julian Hooper managing director of
Sunnen UK, who says: “The most common
problems, such as variable abrasive life,
fluctuating cost per honed part, inability to meet
Cpk targets and surface finish, are often due to
small, but critical, variations in the abrasives.
Customers who track their honing costs and part
quality quickly realise that both often improve
when they switch to Sunnen abrasives.”
This is a primary reason Sunnen has been
manufacturing honing abrasives for much of the
company’s 90+ years, which has allowed the
company to perfect its products, as he
explains: “Over decades, our
manufacturing process has been so
perfected that many customers resume
use of Genuine Sunnen Abrasives after
trying other options. In fact, customers
with non-Sunnen machines often specify
our stones.”
Sunnen employs more than 100
people in its abrasive R&D and
manufacturing operations. Hooper says
the company manufactures its own
conventional and bonded superabrasives,
as well as diamond-plated Single Stroke
Honing® tools. “We offer the industry’s
widest range of honing abrasives, from
aluminum oxide
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Sunnen’s hone manufacturing experience
and knowledge span decades

and silicon carbide to
diamond and superabrasives.
These are matched with a
similarly wide range of bond
types, grain sizes and stone
configurations. Most
importantly, Sunnen has
developed proprietary
manufacturing steps to ensure
our abrasive consistency is
second to none,” Hooper
underlines.
The company also
manufactures precision
tooling, including its
exclusive in-process expanding,

diamond-plated mandrels. As a service
to customers, the company supplies
tooling and abrasives for most other
brands of honing machines, too.
“Even where customers think they
have seen everything in conventional
abrasives, we continue to roll out new
products, such as our 60-grit
premium red aluminium-oxide
abrasive that cuts material 25 to
50% faster than other conventional abrasives,”
highlights the UK managing director. “Likewise,
our bonded diamond and CBN superabrasives are
setting production records honing exotic materials
as easily as ordinary hardened steel.”
With many possible ways to hone a part,
he stresses that Sunnen’s honing lab is often the
best place to determine which abrasive, coolant
and honing technique will produce the most costeffective results. “Customers who visit our lab are
amazed at what they learn from our machinists
and metrology experts,” Hooper says. “When you
consult Sunnen, you tap into decades of
knowledge developed in a research facility
dedicated entirely to the study and advancement
of honing technology. It’s often the first stop for
customers on the route to a better process.” ■
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KERF DEVELOPMENTS
T: 01706 757670
E: sales@kerfdevelopments.com
W: www.kerfdevelopments.com

Oxy-fuel, plasma &
waterjet profiling expert

R

ochdale-based Kerf Developments has
enjoyed considerable success in 2018
across their entire product range. Earlier in
the year, MACH2018 proved to be a significant
event for the company, with exhibition visitors
keen to learn more about the oxy-fuel, plasma
and waterjet cutting technology available from
Kerf Developments.
Of particular interest to many was the array of
samples on show that highlighted the cut quality
achievable when using the latest UltraSharp
plasma cutting technology. For many visitors, this
offered a cost-effective alternative to significantly
more expensive laser cutting technology.
Developed in conjunction with Lincoln Electric,
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one of Kerf’s strategic partners, the
UltraSharp technology has taken highdefinition plasma cutting to the next level.
Innovation and flexibility has also been one of
the keys to the success of Kerf during 2018. Sales
in 2018 have included smaller footprint machines
such as the Plasmaster, right the way through to
multi-plate, multi-bridge heavy-duty RUM style
machines. By way of example, one such
installation in the UK had a 36m by 4m cutting
table. This style of machine enables plates to be
loaded and unloaded onto the machine whilst the
machine is cutting elsewhere. In practice, this has
improved throughput on the machine by more than
fifty per cent.

The power and capability of modern waterjet
technology has also been popular with
manufacturers. The Optima 420 waterjet cutting
machine has proven to be the most sought-after
model. It has a working range of 4m by 2m and
can be equipped with twin cutting heads.
The ability to cut near-finished sized blanks can
reduce material costs and help to minimise the
time taken to rough out and finish components
on multi-axis machining centres. ■
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MEASUREMENT SOLUTIONS
T: 01733 325252
E: sales@measurement-solutions.co.uk
W: www.measurement-solutions.co.uk

Automated Quality Control:
The Robots Are Coming

T

he metrology industry has seen incredible
changes in recent years, but the coordinate measuring machine (CMM) has
always set the standard. Where high levels of
accuracy are demanded, nothing comes close to
that provided by a CMM.
However, in many cases the CMM has become
a bottleneck, as there was no automated
measurement alternative – until now. For many
years, Measurement Solutions Limited (MSL),
based in Peterborough and Derby, has been
involved with sales, service and calibration of
traditional CMM installations, with MSL’s Portable
Measurement Division growing exponentially
through sales of handheld, portable 3D scanners.
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MSL is now introducing a fully integrated
Automated
Quality Control
Control (AQC)
(AQC) solution
solution utilising
utilising
Automated Quality
the latest 3D-scanning technologies combined
with high speed industrial robotics.
The all-new CUBE-R is designed to work in
conjunction with existing CMM installations,
thereby relieving the CMM bottleneck. Based on
Creaform’s award-winning scanning technologies,
CUBE-R consists of a FANUC industrial robot with
the latest MetraSCAN-R 3D laser scanner.
Capable of measuring parts up to 3 m, CUBE-R is
fully enclosed, with safety devices integrated
throughout, such that the system is “plug-andplay” for the customer.
Integration of the robot PLC, scanner and all
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electronics is undertaken beforehand, so users do
not need any previous robot expertise.
A key component of CUBE-R is the use of
Metrolog X4 i-Robot software. Identical in
operation to the well-proven Metrolog X4 CMM
software, CUBE-R can be programmed by an
engineer having no previous robot programming
experience. The user interface leads the operator
through the traditional steps of measurement, just
like a CMM, using the CAD data of the part to
automatically program the robot accordingly.
CUBE-R will be available for demonstrations
from early 2019. ■
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RK INTERNATIONAL MACHINE TOOLS
T: 01322 447611
E: simonrood@rk-int.com
W: www.rk-int.com

Another successful year
for RK International

B

uilding on the strength of its 20-year relationship with
Robbi grinding machines, 2018 was one of the most
successful years for the number of installations in the UK
from the Italy-based manufacturer. With the introduction of the
high performance Robbi Omicron CNC3210 universal grinding
machine with the latest Siemens 840D sl touch-screen control,
which was shown under power at MACH 2018, the Robbi range
continues to grow. From conventional universal grinding models
through to 6,000mm between centre and beyond universal
multi-wheelhead CNC models, the range, and support offered,
continues to surpass customers’ expectations.
Robbi machines are proving popular, due to their precision,
versatility and general performance, an example of which is at
Stoke on Trent-based DePe Gear Company UK Ltd. They required a
bespoke grinding solution for a machine with sufficient swing and
weight carrying capacity for the work they undertake. The solution
was a Robbi Omicron CNC6015 universal grinding machine
equipped with an internal grinding head and two external wheels.
Similarly, Kent-based Muffett Gears, which has seen an
increase in business from China, has had to focus attention on
generating even greater productivity and efficiency. The solution
was to install a Robbi Omicron CNC3206 universal grinding
machine. The challenge here was to meet the production demands
of splined shafts that required several grinding operations to
produce three journals, one of which has a 1:500 inverse taper.
Installed in early summer 2018, the Robbi has been greatly
accepted by Muffett Gears and the end-user on this demanding
shaft. ■
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TURBEX
T: 01420 544909
E: sales@turbex.co.uk
W: www.turbex.co.uk

Aqueous cleaning
at its best

T

urbex is the UK market leader for the
supply of aqueous cleaning systems,
offering more than 100 standard
solutions, plus bespoke options, from bench-top
machines to multi-tank cleaning and drying lines
with automation. Additionally, surface treatment
lines for anodising and chemical cleaning can
be provided. Available also is non-destructive
FPI (fluorescent penetrant inspection) testing
equipment employing automation and process
control to provide consistency and traceability.
A hallmark of some cleaning machines is
multi-frequency ultrasonics, where a single
transducer can generate two different
frequencies, enabling dis-similar components
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and materials to be
processed optimally in
the same tank. Other
machines employ a
patented system that
sees rotation of the
holding basket and spray jets individually
adjustable, allowing them to rotate in the same
or opposite directions for highly effective
cleaning. An additional targeted cleaning,
rinsing and drying option is available for
processing particularly complex parts in large
volumes.
For cleaning bigger components, the heavy
duty, PLC-controlled, front-loading spray
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washing and rinsing ACV machines from Turbex
are the preferred choice. Manufactured from
stainless steel, the single- or multi-stage
systems are popular for degreasing,
phosphating, paint removal, de-rusting and descaling. Standard sizes are from one to two
metres in diameter, although larger machines
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PRODUCTS & SERVICES
TELEPHONE: Paula Martin on 01322 221144 • FAX: 01322 221188 • EMAIL: paula.martin@markallengroup.com

CNC Training/Programming

Cleaning & Degreasing

CNC SOLUTIONS UK
Training & Application Specialists in
Fanuc, Heidenhain, Siemens & Fagor

% 07977 290044

W: www.cnc-solutions-uk.co.uk
E: Sales@cnc-solutions-uk.co.uk

Deep Hole Drilling

www.mollart.com
In-process Cleaning
Final Cleaning
Aqueous Ultrasonics
Precision Cleaning

FOR THE HOLE SUBCONTRACT SOLUTION
Precision deep hole drilling from
0.5 - 80 mm dia. x 3 metres deep

01420 544909

• Off-centre and multi-bore capability
• Gun drilling as small as 0.5 mm
• Thin-wall expertise
• Added value turning and milling

sales@turbex.co.uk
www.turbex.co.uk

GARDNER
C.N.C.
Supplying unrivalled CNC
training & applications
support for almost 30 years

Deep Hole Drilling

EDM

4 CNC Training on all CNC controls
4 CNC Programming for all machines
4 CAM, DNC & Verification software
4 Independent, unbiased advice

t: 01926 614882 f: 01926 614884
e: info@gardner-cnc.co.uk
w: www.gardner-cnc.co.uk

CNC Machining/Services

Subcon Drilling Limited is a
highly professional Company
whose entire experience and
energy is focused solely on
Gun Drilling, Deep Hole Drilling,
Honing, CNC Machining and
Superfinishing.
Tel 01442 205960
Email dean@subcondrilling.co.uk
Email

• Small-Medium batches
• CNC Milling
• CNC Turning
• Grinding
• Metal and Plastic
• Assembly
ISO 9001:2008 Accreditation

Tel: +44(0)1604 671 251
Email: sales@hillsideadr.co.uk
Web: www.hillsideadr.com

For all the latest
news, follow us
on twitter
@Machinerytweets

Mollart Surrey - Neil Anderson 0208 391 2282
Mollart South Wales – Wayne Thomas 01639 711144

www.subcondrilling.co.uk

Measuring Equipment

SALES

Visit our website for a large
selection of high quality
used wire erosion and spark erosion machines.

SPARES & ACCESSORIES

New and used spares and accessories always available.

EDM SALES & SERVICES
T: +44 (0)1594 826779 F: +44 (0)1594 826748
E: sales@edm.co.uk W: www.edm.co.uk

Honing

TBT
UK LIMITED

Precision Cleaning

PRECISION DEEP HOLE DRILLING

• Deep hole drilling machines in
standard and special design
• Gun drills and accessories
• Deep hole drilling units and coolant
systems
Probably
the largest
• Subcontract deep hole
stock of
gundrills in
drilling service
the UK
• Spares and service for
TBT, GKT and SIG machines
TBT UK Limited, Gorsey Lane,
Coleshill, Birmingham B46 1JU
Tel: 01675 433250 • Fax: 01675 433260
Email: info@tbtuk.com

Subcon Drilling Limited is a
highly professional Company
whose entire experience and
energy is focused solely on
Gun Drilling, Deep Hole Drilling,
Honing, CNC Machining and
Superfinishing.
Tel 01442 205960
Email dean@subcondrilling.co.uk
Email

www.subcondrilling.co.uk

Final Cleaning
In-process Cleaning
Aqueous Ultrasonics
Spraywash

01420 544909
sales@turbex.co.uk
www.turbex.co.uk

Deep Hole Drilling

Deep Hole Drilling Deep Hole Boring CNC Gundrilling

EDM Drilling CNC Milling CNC Honing CNC Turning

We’re precise . . . 92% Excellence Rating, 99% On Time Delivery, 99% Product Quality, 98% 24hr Quotes . . . from start to perfect ﬁnish.
Hone-All Precision Limited Cherrycourt Way, Leighton Buzzard, LU7 4UH Telephone 0845 5555 111 E.mail sales@hone-all.co.uk hone-all.co.uk

FM 38790

PRODUCTS & SERVICES
TELEPHONE: Paula Swann on 01322 221144 • FAX: 01322 221188 • EMAIL: paula.swann@markallengroup.com

Subcontract Services

Spindle Repair

Precision Spindle
Rebuilding

SPINDLE REBUILD
AND REPAIR

• CNC Machining centre spindles
• CNC Lathe heads
• Grinding spindles (both belt
driven & high frequency types)
• Tailstocks
• Fine borng spindles
• Milling spindles
• Centre-less grinding spindles,
workheads, wheelheads etc.
For the most comprehensive and personal
service on spindle rebuilding call Technova.

TECHNOVA PRECISION LTD

• 5 Axis CNC Machined Parts
• Precision Gears up to 600mm

SPINDLE TYPES

•

We offer a complete rebuild
service of:

Specialists in Machining &
Gear Cutting

•
•
•
•
•
•

• Ground Gears up to 400mm

CNC Machining
Centres
CNC Lathes
Grinders
Boring Heads
Head Stocks
Tail Stocks
Conventional Machine Tools etc.

• Gear Racks up to 3 metres long
For your subcontract machining and gear
cutting requirements contact us today:

T: +44 (0) 161 432 0222
E: enquiries@minigears.co.uk

Spraywash

www.minigears.co.uk

In-process Cleaning • Final Cleaning
Degreasing • Phosphate Coating
Rust/Paint Removal

01420 544909
sales@turbex.co.uk
www.turbex.co.uk

Unit 8a Paragon Way, Bayton Road Ind Est,
Exhall, Coventry, West Midlands CV7 9QS
Tel: 02476 366503 Fax: 02476 361979
Email: will@technovaprecision.com
Web: www.technovaprecision.com

Vacuums and coolant filtration
/ SUPPORTING
MANUFACTURING
SINCE 1962 /

GET
BETTER
RESULTS
/ IMPROVE YOUR MACHINING AND CLEANING
PROCESS. FIND OUT HOW WITH YOUR FREE ON
SITE DEMONSTRATION /
01386 561113
FREDDY-PRODUCTS.CO.UK

To advertise here please call Paula
Swann on 01322 221144
Ultrasonic Cleaning

In-process Cleaning
Final Cleaning
Spraywash
Ultrasonics

01420 544909
sales@turbex.co.uk
www.turbex.co.uk

Wanted Machine Tools

Workholding

HAINBUCH is a world leader in the design
and manufacturing of extremely precise
and exceptionally rigid work holding
solutions. We specialize in difﬁcult
applications yielding exceptional results.
Call: +44 [0] 1543 478710

Click: www.hainbuch.com
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T

he woes of the British machine tool industry are the subject
of our comment article this month. We note that 1993 saw
the country’s machine tool production fall below 1983
levels, in real terms. But even the figure of £624 million is
questionable, because £300 million of that is an estimate for
companies employing fewer than 35 people. Future domestic growth
probably rests on smaller companies, we suggest, highlighting
Pennine Automation, which has designed a VTL, while we also note
that there is a now a UK CNC system available, from Cranfield
Precision Systems (see also later), a company having international
clout. But we conclude by saying that perhaps the realisation of how
small our domestic industry is will shock somebody into action.
In news, we celebrate the success of UK firms in winning
European research funds under ESPRIT III, within the Computer
Integrated Manufacturing and Engineering (CIME) element. Across
the board, only one in seven proposals was successful, but the UK’s
strike rate was one in five. That meant that 10 of 40 projects was
UK led; up from five of 35 for the earlier programme.
In other news, probably the largest CNC lathe produced in the
country for 20 years is the claim made by Crawford Swift
(now part of Precision Technology
Group) for its giant machine.
It weighs in at 120 tons, has
16 m between centres and is for
the production of electric motor
rotors.
UK volume CNC system maker
Cranfield Precision Systems (CPS –
part of Control Techniques) is aiming to
boost its production to 1,000 units/year
within 2½ years. The company introduced its
FNC system two years ago and started field
installations about a year ago. The unit is
being offered on Cincinnati Milacron’s
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Birmingham-built low-cost vertical machining centre (VMC), the Arrow,
for example. Neither the CNC building activities of CPS or Cincinnati
Milacron’s Birmingham manufacturing facility survive today. But in
the same issue, we carry a report from US-headquartered Cincinnati
Milacron that reveals that low-cost VMCs were responsible for 48%
of worldwide sales in 1992, so, at this time, that Birmingham facility
was a key facility (elements of the company’s metalcutting business
now reside within French Group Fives).
We kick off feature articles this month with a cover feature about
machine tool spares. ‘There is a difference, but does it matter?’, we
ask. We discover that there is a good deal of misunderstanding
about copyright law and ‘counterfeit’ parts. Iain Exeter, joint
managing director of Wickman Machine Tool Manufacturing Company
and then a director of Webster & Bennett, was particularly vocal on
the topic, but then the spares income for such machine tool
marques that had been supplied globally by a pre-eminent British
machine tool industry in years gone by was an important income
stream. Misunderstanding around the area was linked to The
Copyright, Designs & Patents Act that came into force on 1 Aug
1989, which gave an incontrovertible legal right of access to spares,
breaking the monopoly of their supply by original equipment makers
– the case that underpinned the change involved UK car maker
British Leyland and exhaust systems, in fact. The Act did offer
protection via Registered Design for parts that have an uncommon
aesthetic element, however, although machine tool spares are
typically purely functional, so do not get that protection. Machine tool
firms insisted, however, that non-original spares could not guarantee
appropriate performance, while any that are passed off as original
are clearly counterfeit, of course.
Other feature articles for this final issue of 1993 take in an
article on the growing independent machine tool service provision
organisations; and a special report on quality, which looks at
geometric and surface finish measurement technology and its
importance in modern diesel engines’ longevity. ■
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The British machine tool industry is not performing well; EU research funding success
for UK-led consortia; largest CNC lathe built in UK for 20 years; low-cost vertical
machining centre success for Cincinnati Milacron; machine tool spares & more
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